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English Stock Farming.
Prof. F. B. Mumford, of the Missouri
agricultural college, who recently returned from a visit to England, contributes some information concerning
Portland
the agricultural conditions in that country, which should be of value to many
REDUCED RATES.
New
England Farmer readers. We
Sl.OO. quote as follows:
Forllnnd to Boston,
The American farmer visiting the
$1.00. rural districts of England can not but
....
Muerooius,
and become optimisSteamers leave Franklin Wharf, receive inspiration
the future development of
tic for
Boston,
India
and
Wharf,
Portland,
American agriculture. On every hand
in England are evidences of successful
p. m.
at
7
daily except Sunday,
AU the country homes
agriculture.
Freight rates always as low as show unusual care and the pastures and
idea that
crops are in harmony with the
other lines.
agriculture iu the British Isles is an
F. LISCOMB, Agent,
honorable and respected calling.
It is true that all of these things toFranklin \λ harf,
gether do not indicate certainly that
Portland, Me. agriculture is profitable to the individual.
But good fences, tine farms and comfortable homes built by tenant farmers
out of the proceeds from farming certainly do show that agriculture in the
is
a
profitable inUnited
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in times past a prosperous agricultural
community. A careful student of agricultural conditions in our country and
in England can not fail to be impressed
with the fact that live stock farming
Las been the sheet anchor of British
agriculture. No nation of the civilized
world has contributed so much to the
profitable operations connected with
modern farming as has the English stock

Every agricultural nation of the earth
to-dav recognizes the value of the famous breeds developed in Great Britain.
We are indobted to Great Britain for
nearly all the loadiug breeds of domestic animals which are a necessary part of
profitable stock farming under modern
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Many prominent dairymen advocate
practice close confinement of cows
during the cold season from October to
April. These men claim good milk recand

ords for their herds and their data verify their claim. They also have for many
years in succession, kept them in confinement during winters and state that

their progeny is vigorous. One famous
dairyman, who soils, having neither pastures nor yards, keeps bis in the barn
the year round and has for years. We
must accept these statements as facts,
and admit that cows can for quite a period maintain a fair degree of vitality
and impart it to their young, though
having but a limited amount of exercise.
But is the fact that for a period they
can be confined without fatality a proof
that can be made continuous and as
successful as a wise blending of protection from inclemencies of weather with
the natural exercise of the unconstrained exercise that animals are prone to
take?
Common observation is greatly at fault
if exercise does not conduce to health
and vigor. All young, very young animal life take it and continue it. All observation shows that it adds to both
vigor and health.
The evidences of it in trained men and
horses, in the completely idle versus the
active man, and in every direction sought
are so abundant and obvious ae not to

require recounting.

The counter assertion that milk makis a form of exercise is not adequate.
Beef making, the growing of young animals, is as much exercise as milk production. We all know that the idle
steer, boy or colt lacks stamina and the
lung development is not adequate for
vigorous action, and of course have low
resisting power for disease.
The fact that cows have done well under confinement is not evidence that everything else remaining the same they
would not have done better under regulated exercise. I have found at ex peri
ment stations with pigs and steers that
there is a very intimate relation between
exercise and appetite, and that the latOne trial
ter is related productively.
given in my last article shows this clearly, as many other trials have done.
Fora time I have been compelled to
drive cows at unfrequent periods to a
pond for water, but at no loss of milk
tlow but with an increased appetite.
Confinement in the end will affect cattle
as it does idle men in cities, dwarfing
size and limiting power.
But exercise must be given with wisdom. Discrimination must be made between a round day in a cold wind-swept
yard and airing in a moderate temperature for a limited period.
It is a nice discrimination that blends
just right exercise and repose. The former fills the lungs, purifies the blood
and invigorates the appetite, thus inducing the consumption of excess food over
maintenance to the limit of economy. It
may be carriod too far and induce an
appetite out of proportion to the powers
of digestion and assimilation. At least
such seems to be the case from the evidence supplied by accumulating data.
It is safe to say that the principle has
application to our worn and poor pasLabor is carried to the point of
tures.
exhaustion or of distaste in securing the
food of maintenance and before that of
natural power of milk production has
been applied. The time has come when
during the summer our cows should be

ing

relieved ot tuis too

strenuous

îaoor

in

sparse pastures for living and production. The former must be made and
this part the cow attends to, but limite
the food taken for production. Between
my natural and artificial grazing grounds
there is a difference in milk How per
cow of 33 per cent per cow and more in
cows

kept.

But to return it appears to the writer
that during winter the cows should have
during clement weather a daily airing,
use of the muscles, filling of the lungs
aud freshening of the blood. The King
system or any other system of ventilation does not give as pure air as that of
open nature and cannot give it without
reducing too low the temperature. How
can a cow be confined within four feet
by eighteen by eight feet or 50 of them
in a barn 100 feet by 36 feet by eight
feet and have pure air without a rapidity of air circulation that would freeze
to the marrow in cold weather?—J. W.
Sanborn in Lewiston Journal.
Northern Vermont Farm Notée.

During September we had much rain
in the northern part of the state which

conditions.
Nearly all the best breeding districts
in England have been soeded down to
permanent pastures and grass lands.
These beautiful pastures, shaded by
noble oaks, with the country house near
the middle of the estate, make a picture
of rural beauty which is nowhere sur-

being

proportion

The potato crop is muoh behind that
of last year. The yield has not been as

and on many farms they have rotted. As compared with last year the
amount for sale will be small. From 40
to 45 cents a bushel is now being offered by dealers.
A great crop of apples and little or no

good

Farmers

market.

are

feeding the early

kinds to the swine.
Cows are shrinking in milk and the
make of butter is much reduced in con-

sequence. Prices are a little better; the
best this week being 21 cents a pound in
St. Albans.

Farmers are commencing to plow
where the ground is dry enough. Hope
to get some good weather yet before
winter.—Cor. in New England Farmer.
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Aroostook County Farm Notes.
Farmers are well into potato digging
and some are pretty well done. The

but
crop is one of the best for years
would have been at least 20 per cent
larger if it had not been for the heavy
as
freeze Sept. 8. Some are reporting
100 is
high as 175 barrels per acre while as
No reports of rot
yet
not uncommon.
and the quality is above the average.
They are eelling in the large centers
here for $1 and a few at 10 cents better
in a bidding way. September was the
worst month for many years in which
for farmers to harvest and dig.
The ground is so wet from excessive
rain that it is impossible to work the
machines and even digging by hand is
out of the question. Many farmers have
conlarge fields to dig and if present
ditions continue they will be late with

then.
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smooth, bright, healthy,

as

closely

as

downward, on the lower
end, then fill up, a basket foil at a time,
possible,

stems

throwing ont small,

wormy,

gnarly

and

windfall apples, and shaking the barrel

well after each deposit until it is full up
to the top of the rim or two inches above
the rim, depending on variety and ten-

[CONTI.TtntD.]
Captuiii Tal>or was leaning over tue
bulwarks, and Ills ruddy face was pale
»nd Ids look of devil-may-care gayety
«omewhat subdued.
When I gained the deck forward he
came and grasped ine by the arm and
led nie Into his own cabin, having first
shouted forth to his mate an order to
drop anchor and keep the ship in midstream.

"Now. In the name of all the fiends,
what is afoot?" he cried out, though
with η cautious cock of his eyes toward the deck, for English sailors are
Bot black slaves when it comes to discussing matters of weight.
"There Is a plot afoot against his
majesty King Charles, anu you but yesterday, that being also a day on which
it is unlawful to unload a ship, discharged a portion of your cargo toward
its furtherance and ubettiug," said I.

fruit must be

prevent rattling
Trade Bulletin.

or

packed tight, to
Sruising.—Daily
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I'll
hidden springs move a womanί
warrant, sir. had you known, you
might have battened down the hatches
fast enough on lier will, convict though
yon be, and, faith, sir, but you look
tc ine like one who Is convict or master at his own choosing and not by the
will of any other." So saying, he gave

inc a look so sharp that for a second
I half surmised that he guessed my
secret, but knew better at once, and
said that our business was to deal not
with what had beeu, but with what
might be.
"Well," said he, "and what may that
be, Master Wingtleld, In your opinion?
You surely do not mean to hold the
Golden Horn In midstream with her
cargp undischarged until the day of
doom lest yon old beldame ofTer up
her fair granddaughter on the altar
of her loyalty, with me and my hearties
for kindling, to say naught of yourself
and a few of the best gentlemen of
Virginia. I forfeit my head If I set
sail for England; naught Is left for
me that 1 see that shall save my neck

"When I trust a woman's tougue
again may I swing from my own yard"What brought
arms!" lie cried out.
that fair faced devil into it, anyway?
but to turn pirate anil king it over the
Be there not men enough in this colhigh seas. Having swallowed a small
ony V"
morsel of my Puritan misgivings, what
"An you keep not a civil tongue In
is to hinder my bolting the whole, like
your bead when you speak of Mistress an exceeding bitter pill, to my complete
Mary Cavendish you will find of a
purging of danger? What say you.
surety that there be one man in this Master Wingtleld? Small reputation
sir,"
colony,
saii^I.
have you to lose, and sure thy reckonlie laughed in that mocking fashion
ing witli levers that be leaves thee
further.
incensed
me
still
which
of bis,
large creditor. Will you eall with me?
and
said
Then he spoke civilly enough
My tlrst lieutenant shall you be, and
that he meant no disrespect to one of we will share the booty."
the fairest ladies whom he had ever
He laughed, and I stared at him that
bad the good fortune to see, but that he should
stoop to jest, yet having a
more
to
be
no
as
it was so well known
ready leap of comradeship toward him
the
than
paint for it. Then suddenly his mood changed.
slight in mentioning
and powder wherewith a woman en- Close to me lie edged and began talkhance her beauty that a woman's ing with a serious shrewdness which
tongue could not be trusted like a showed his mind brought fully to bear
man's, and that it were a pity that upon the situation. "You say, sir,"
money, which were much better spent said he, "that Mistress Mary Cavenby her for pretty follies, should be put dish, in a spirit of youthful daring
to such grim uses, and where were and levity, gave her grandmother a list
of the goods which my Lady Culpeper
H&rry telling hi· story
ordered from England, and which even
to Captain Tabor
I nodded.
now is due?"
"Know you by what ship?"
"The Earl of Fairfax," I replied,
and recalled as I spoke a rumor that
my Lord Culpeper designed his daughter Cate for the eldest son of the earl
and had so named his ship In honor of
mm.

"You sny that the Enrl of Fairfax Is
due?" said Captain Tabor.
I replied that she was hourly expected by what I had learned. Then Captaiu Tabor, silting loosely hunched
with that utter abandon of all the
muscles which one sees in some when
they are undergoing a fierce stralu of
thought, remained silent for a yiace,
even now

the gallants of Virginia that they suffered it, but did not rather empty their
own

purses?

I explained, being somewhat mollified and also somewhat of his way of
thinking, that men there were, but
there was little gold since the navigation act. And I Informed Captain Tabor how Mistress Mary Cavendish,
having an estate not so heavily charged with expenses as some, and being
her own mistress with regard to the

which tlie
•'But

men

whnt

lacked.
was

the

news

which

brought you thither, sir?" demanded

Captain

Tabor.
"You know of the plot"— I begun, but
he broke in upon me fiercely.
"May the fiends·tηke nie, but what
know I of a plot?" he cried.
"Can I not bring over gowns and.
kerchiefs and silken ribbons for a pretmaid without a plot? How knew

ty

There Is the woman's
you that?
Hut can I not bring
tongue again.
I
over goods even of such sort? Miglit
not with good reason suppose them to
be for the defense of the cause of his
most gracious majesty. King Charles,

said I.
His eyes blazed at me, while his
face was pale and grim.
"How many know of the goods 1
discharged froiu the Golden Horn yesterday?" he asked.
"Three men, and I know not how
said I.
many more, and two women,
"Two women!" he groaned out. "Peshold
tilence 011 these tide waters which
Two women 1"
a ship like a trap!
"But the concern Is lest a third wom-

know." said I.
"If three women know, then heaven
save us all, for their triple tongues
will carry as far as the last trump!
he
cried Captain Tabor. Perturbed as
air of reckless
was, he never lost that
a sort
during which compelled me to
of liking for him. "Out with the rest
of it, sir," he said.
he
Then I told my story, to which
listened, scowling, yet with that ready
laugh at his mouth. "'Tie a scurvy
for her
trick to serve a woman, both
sake and the rest of us, to let her med-

an

"and,
dle with such matters," he said,
1
I told that cousin of hers, Master
Drake, who came with her to give the
order ere 1 sailed for England."
"Came any man save Ralph Drake !
with her then?" I asked.
"The saints forbid," he replied. "A ;
secret le a secret only when in the
so

Had three come to me with that mad
order to bring powder and shot in the
stead of silk stockings and garters and
cambric shifts and kerchiefs I would
have clapped full sail on the Golden
Horu.
though"—he hesitated, then
Is
spoke In a whispeiv-"my mind
against tyranny, to speak you true,
though I care not a farthing whether
men pray on their knees or their feet,
or In gowns or the fashion of Eden.
And I care not If they pray at all, nor
would 1 for the sake of that ever have
forsaken, had I stood in my grandfather's shoes, the fleshpots of old

England for that howling wilderness
of Plymouth. But for the sake of doing as I willed, and not as any other
swam the
man, would I have sailed or
of
seas had they been blood Instead
water. And so am I now with a due
to the wind and the trim of

derness of fruit; olice the head squarely
on the apples, ana with a screw or leverpress force it into place and nail securely. Turn over the barrel and mark name regard
of apple with red or biack lead orsten-' my sails and the ears of talebearers,
cil. Bear in mind that, to be shipped for a man hath but one head to lose

safely,

wvE.

ïl

half dozen euilore, fighting
way down stream.
I found tny horse on the bank where
I had left him, and by him, waiting
anxiously, Catherine C&vendlsh. She
listened with deepening eyes while I
told her Captain Tabor's scheme, aud
when I had done looked at me with
her beautiful mouth set and her faco
ns white us a white flower on a bush
beside her.
"Mary shall show the
goods," so id she. "Such a story will I

Bclf, with

α

with you of Virginia. But. the Lord,
to make a little maid like that run
the risk of imprisonment or worseknew you aught of this, sir?"

Are the pullets growing? What a conI shook my head.
trast between their prim appearance and
Captain Tabor laughed. "And yet
that of the ragged molting hens. Give
both the best of feed and care, and yon j she rode straight to the wharf with
ι
what
will be rewarded with winter «ggs.
you yesterday," said he. "Lord,

Λ--_

his brows knitted. Then suddenly my
shoulder tingled with the clap which
he gave it and the cabin rang and
rang again with a laugh so loud and
gay that it seemed a very note of the
May day. "You ure merry," I said.

eyes at lier. "TiiinK you I will be treat·
ed like α child?" she cried out "What
means all this?"
Then close to her went Catherine and
flung an arm around her and leaned
her smooth fair head against her sister's tossing golden one. "For the sake
of those you love and who love thee,
sweetheart," she whispered.
But Mistress Mary pushed her away
and looked at her angrily. "Well, what
am I to do for their sakes?" she de-

tell 1-or as will make lier innocent of manded.
"Seek to know
au^ht save bewilderment, and as for
The goods came
you and me. we are l>oth of us ready to
burn for a lia fur the sake of her."

How to Pack Apples.
Country shippers and packers of apples should make It a point to pack
their fruit honestly; that is, have the keeping of one; with two it flndeth,
fruit run alike all through the barrel. legs, but with three it unfoldeth the j
Do not endeavor to cause deception by swiftest wings of flight in all creation
placing good, sound, large fruit on the nud Is everywhere with no alighting. I

and bottom of the barrel, and fill in
a lot of gnarly, wormy
Shorthorn is found in almost every sec- the middle with
It does not pay. The
tiou of the British Isles. This breed is and decayed fruit.
detected upon invesused very largely for dairy purposes, as deception is easily
and merchants do not care to
well as for the production of prime beef. tigation,
ALSO
neither
The champion dairy cow of the Royal have fraud practiced upon them,
show held at Cardiff in do they care to practice it gpon their
Cement sidewalks made in 18 and Agricultural
1001, was a Shorthorn cow. The Here- customers.
Full regulation-sized barrels should be
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square ford breed is largely represented in
to order. Herefordshire, while the Angus cattle used. Take the barrel, one head out,
made
Cements
steps
yard.
of Eng- nail the hoops, and break off the ends
are confined mostly to the North
South Paris, Maine.
the inside: place a layer
land and to Scotland.—New England of the nails at
or tier of apple·, good and uniform sice,
Farmer.
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M
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Heart's

seriously delayed the completing of har- against the savages or any malconvesting of the crops, and not only this, tents In his colonies? What plot,
they were more or less injured in
sirrah?"
quality.
There was an unusually large amount
"The plot for the cutting down of the
of rowen, or more properly second crop young tobacco plants, Captain Tabor,

of clover on newly seeded fields. It has
been quite difficult getting this. Some
was made into hay, some fed green to
cows, and a smaller portion put into
the silo. Where there was room in the
silo, this was the most expeditious
way in which to dispose of the crop as
there was hardly sufficient sun to cure
it for hay.
The frosts last month injnred the corn
♦hat was standing to quite an extent. I
Kingdom
think there is a little yet standing in
dustry.
It is interesting for a young agricul- the fields. A large amount of corn is
tural nation like our own to inquire into raised in this country for fodder but a
the reasons which have made England smaller
husked.
now

farmer.
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ΓΠΛΡΤΕΠ IX.
KNOW not how Captain Calvin
Tubor managed Ids part to
transship those goods without discovery, but he had a
shrew d head, and no doubt the captain
of the Earl of Fairfax another, and by
S o'clock that May day the Golden
Horn lay al her wharf discharging her
cargo right lustily with such openness
of zeal aud shouts of encounigemeut
and groans of labor 'twas enough to
acquaint all the colony. And straightway to the great house they brought
my Lady Culpeper's fallals and clamped them in the hall where we were all

no

more

than this.

the Golden Horn
but now, und 'tis the list you gave thia
on

morning."

"But it was not my list, and I deceived my grandmother, and I will go
to her now and out with the truth.
Think you I will have such a falsehood
on iny eoulV"
Catherine leaned closer to her and
whispered, and Mary gave a quick,
wild glance at me, but I know not what
she said. "I pray thee seek to know

than that the goods came but
in η boat from the Golden Horn,
and 'tis the list you gave this mornintr.'' said Catherine aloud.
no more
now

«

Captain T&bor and
Captain Watson smoking

Mistress Mary sprang to
at supper.
her feet and ran to them and bent over
them. "What are these?" she said, all
in a quiver.
"The goods which you ordered, madam," spoke up one of the sailors, with
a gl'iu which lie had copied from Captain Tabor, and pulled a forelock ant!
ducked his head.
"The goods," said she, speaking faintly, for hers was rather the headlong

course of enthusiasm than the secret
windings of diplomacy.
"Art thou gone daft, sweetheart?
The goods of which you gave the list
this morning, which have but now
come iu on the Golden Horn," spake up
Catherine sharply.
Madam Cavendish was at table that
uiglit, though moving with grimaces

from the stiffness

of

lier rheumatic

joints, and she ordered that the sailors
be given cider, the which they drank
with some haste and were gone. Then
Madam
Cavendish asked Mistress
Mary, with her wonderful keenness of
g«7.e. which I never saw excelled, "Are
those the goods which you ordered by
But I answered
the Golden Horn?"
for her, knowing that Madam Cavendish would pardon such presumption
"Madam, those are the
from me.

I have it from Captain Calvin
Tabor himself."
Mistress Mary gave a little gasp and
looked at n;e and looked r.t her sister
Catherine, ami well I knew It was on
the tip of her tongue to out with the
And so
whole to her grandmother.
she would doubtless have done had
not lier wonderment and suspicion that
maybe In some wise Catherine had
conspired to buy for her In England
the goods of which she had cheated
herself and the terror of doing harm
to her sister and me. But uever saw I
a maid μο so white and red aud make

tioods.

the strife within her so evident.
We were well nigh through supper
when the goods arrived, and Madam
Cavendish ordered some of the slaves
to open the cases, which they did
forthwith, aud all my Lady Culpeper's

finery

was

displayed.

then to take on board my Lord Culpeper and set sail."
"'Tie a fearful risk," groaned the
other. "Though I am a poor man, and
I will admit that my Bridget"—
"
'Tie a fearful risk for you, Captain
Tabor, and through you for my mistress," I Interrupted, for I did not half
like the plan.
"Our ships lay alongside, and I am
hailed by a brother mariner in distress
both at the prospect of the displeasure
of a great and noble lady and the sus-

of his honesty, but for that letter will I vouch with my own and If
needs be will give surety that the list
of goods which she ordered shall be
delivered next voyage," said Calvin Tabor.
"Her tongue, you know not her
tongue," groaned the other.
"Even that will I dare for tliee, Dlek,
for thee and that fair little maid who
is dabbling her pretty Angers in that
flaming pudding with which only the
tough ones of a man should meddle,"
said Captain Talwr. "And as for risk
for nip. my sailor men be as much In
the toils for Sabbath breaking as their
captain, should yesterday's work luak
out, and not a man of them knowetb
the contents of those eases, though,
faith, and I heard them marveling
among themselves at the weight of
feathers and silken petticoats, and I

picion

made port in the nighttime before, and
not a soul knew of It nor the unlading
save those which be bound to keep the
secret for their own neclcs, and, and—
well. f'aptuiu Tabor be not averxe to
somewhat of risk. It gives a savor to
life."
So saying he rolled his bright

"They are not mine by right, and
well you know It." Then a thought
struck me, and I said, with emphasis.
"Madam, yours by right they are and
shall be, and I pray you to have no
more concern in the matter."
Then, so saying, I hastened out and
went through the moonlight to the
wharf to seek Captain Tabor and the
captain of the Earl of Fairfax, who

had come with his goods to see to their
safety. Both men were pacing back
and forth, smoking long pipes, and
Captain Watson of the Earl of Fairfax,
a small and eager spoken man, turned
on me the minute I caiue within hearing. "Where be my Lady Culpeper'e
goods?" said he. "'Tin time they were
here and I on my way to the ship.
Devil take me if I run such a risk
again for any man."
Then I made my errand known. 1
had some fifty pounds saved up from

the wreck of my fortunes; 'twas a
third more than the goods were worth.
Would ho but take It. pay the London
merchant who had furnished them,
and have the remainder for his trouble?

blue eyes at me and Captain Watson
with such utter good nature and daredeviltry as 1 have never seen equaled.
It was finally agreed that Captain
Tailor's plan should be carried out, and
I wended my way back to Drake Hill
with a feeling of triumph to which I
I
of late years had been a stranger.
know of nothing in the poor life of a
man equal to that great delight of being of service to one beloved.
I reflected with such ever Increasing
Joy that It finally became an ecstasy,
and I could almost, it seemed, see the
colors of it in my path; how. had it not
been for me. Mary Cavendish might
have been in sore straits, and I verily
believe I was as happy for the time as
if she had been my promised sweetheart and was as proud of myself.
When about half way to Drake IIÎ1I
I heard afar off a great din of bells
and horns and voices, which presently
came nearer. Then the road was tilled
up with the dancing May revelers, and
verily I wondered not so much at

those decrees against such practices
before the Restoration, for it was as
If the savages which they do say are
underneath the outer gloss of the best
of us had broke loose, and I wondered
If it might not bo like those mad and
unlawful orgies which it was said the
god Tan led himself in person through
Tbessalian μ roves.

"Trouble, trouble!" he shouted out
Those honest country maids, who In
"Trouble! By all the foul fiends, man. the morning had advanced with rustle
what am I to say to my Lady Cul- but Innocent freedom, with their glossy
peper? Have you ever had speech heads crowned with flowers, and those
with her that you propose such a game lusty youths, who were indeed somewith her?"
thing boisterous, yet still held In a tight
Captain Tabor buret out with a loud rein by decency, had seemingly changguffaw of laughter. "You have not ed their very natures, or rather, per-

the maid for whom you run the
risk, Dick." said he. "'Tis the fairest"—
"What care I for fair maids?' de"Have I not a
manded the other.
wife and seven little ones in old Eng-

seen

had come to that pass when their
oatures could be no longer concealed.
Along the road In the white moon-

haps,

light they stamped

more steady ou his legs, hut
ull the madder of his wits for that,
with au ariu around the waist < ( a
hiixoiu hiss on either side, nnd nil
three dancing in time. Then all the
rest echoed that shout of "Down with
Then out he hurst
the governor!"
again with, "Down, down with the to-

something

bacco, down with the tobucco!"
But the volley of that echo was cut
short by five horsemen galloping after
the throng and scattering them to the
right and left. Then a great voice of
authority, set out with the strangest
oaths which ever an Imagination of
evil compassed, called out to them to
be still if they valued their heads and
cursed them all for drunken fools, and
as he spoke lashed with his whip from
side to side, and his face gleamed with
wrath like a demon's in the full light,
and I saw he was Captain Noel Jaynes,
and well understood how he had made
a name for himself on the high seas.
After him rode the brothers, Nicholas and Richard Harry, two great men,
sticking tr> their saddles like rocks,
with fair locks alike on the head of
each flung out on the wind, and then
came italph Drake, rising in his stirrups and laughing wildly, and last
Parson Downs, but only last because
the road was blocked, for verily I
thought his plunging hors»; would have
all before him under his feet.
They were all past me in a trice like

dream, the May revelers scattering
and hastening forward with shrieks
of terror and shouts of rage and peals
of defiant
laughter, and
Captain
Jaynes' voice, like a trumpet, overbearing everything, and sho its from the
Barry brothers echoing him, and now
and then coming the deep rumble of
expostulations from the parson's great
chest, and Italph Drake's peals of horse
u

laughter, and I was left to consider
what a tinder Im»x this colony of Virginia was, and how ready to leap to
flame at a spark even when seemingly most at peace, and to regard with
more and more anxiety Mary Cavendish's part in this brewing tumult.
After the shouting and hallooing
throng had passed I walked along slowly, reflecting, as I have said, when I
saw In the road before me two advancand a man leading a
bridle—and It was Mary
Cavendish and Sir Humphrey Hyde.
And when I came up with them they
stopped, ami Humphrey aidressed me
rudely enough, but as one gentleman
might another when he was angered
with hiin, and not contemptuously, for

ing—a
horse

woman

by the

that was never the lad's way with me.
"Master Winglieid." he said, standing
before me ami h «Iding hi* cha:.iplug
horse hard by the bits "I pray you
have the grace tu explain this matter
of the goods."
I s.av that Mistress Mary had been
ae«iU. luting l.'im with what had passed
and her puzzlement over it.
"There is naught to explain, Sir
Humphrey," said I. '"Tis very simple. Mistress Mary hath the goods
for which she s*nt to England."
"Master Wingtield. you know those
are my Lady Culpcper's goods, and I

have no right to them!" cried Mary.
But I bowed and said, "Madam, the
goods are yours and not Lady Cul-

pcper's."

But I—I lied when 1 gave the list
my grandmother!" she cried out,
half sobbing, for she was after all lit-

to

tle more than

a

child

tiptoed

to wo-

wantonly as manhood by enthusiasm.
herd of klne; youths and maids
any
••Madam," said L and I bowed again,
Culand, calling to inlud my Lady
with arms about each other and all "you mistake yourself. Mistress Mary
peper's thin and s<?ur visage, I won- land? What think
you a dimple or a with faces flushed with ale drinking, Cavendish cannot lie, and the goods are
dered within myself whether sneh Une
and the maids with tossing hair and in truth yours."
hath of weight with me?"
feathers might In her case suttlce to bright eye
But I laughed myself, though some"Time was, Dick," laughed Captain draggled coats, and all the fresh garShe and Sir Humphrey looked at each
make a Que bird, though some of them
lands withered or scattered.
Then Humphrey made a stride
what doubtfully, when he unfolded his
other.
was Tabor.
who
Cate,
her
for
daughter
were
And the old graylward who was forward and, forcing back his horse
that was no lunger is," anscheme to me, which was indeed both
"Time
but
do
would
Nothing
fair enough.
bold and humorous. He knew well the
swered the other crossly; then to me, Maid Marion was riotously drunk and with one hand, grasped me with tlio
Mistress Mary, with her lovely face
captain of the Earl of Fairfax, who still strange to see with her consterna- "Send down uiy goods by some of borne aloft with mad and feeble ges- other. "Harry. Harry," he said In a
had been shipmate with him.
those black fellows, and no more par- turlsgs on the shoulders of two stag- whisper, "tell me. for Cod's sake, what
tion of puzzlement, should severally
gering young men, and after him curne have vou done?"
"Many a lark ashore have we had display every piece to her grandmother leying, sir."
"
'twill be a good
"But, sir," I said.
together," said Calvin Tabor, "and, and hold against her complexion the
[TO ΒΒ COSTEfDXB.)
C&.pt&in W&tion
faith, but I know things about him
fifteen pounds for Mistress Watson and
rich stuffs to see if the colors suited
*
in
turn—the
to
quandary
hiiu
be
Kuaaulh'a KuiclUh.
my
now which compel
the little ones when the merchant
lier.
bud a remarkable mastery
Kossuth
devil's mess have we both been iu—
exto
paid."
was
pleased
Madam Cavendish
it English. Tbls story shows how ho
but I need not use such means of per"Go to," he growled out, "what will
her satisfaction with them all,
press
suasion if I know honest Dick Watif I be put In prison? What
Itrengthened bis knowledge of our difthough with some demur at the ex- that avail
for
"
lieult tongue. Speaking at Concord,
son."
'TIs rich enough a ward- am I to eay to my Lady Culpeper
travagance.
Mass., Kossuth wished to express the
The scheme of which Captain Tabor robe for my Lady G'ulpeper," said she. the nondeliverment of her goods? AnThen came Captain
delivered himself with bursts of laugh- at which innocent shrewdness I was swer me that."
flgure of the Austrian eagle tvuding
the young freedom of Hungary. The
ter enough to wake the ship was, to driven to hard straits to keep my face Tabor to my aid with his merry
"
word escaped him. Stopping for a mo'Tie as easy as the nose
speak brietly, that he should go with a grave, but Mistress Catherine was ihrewduess.
ment In the full tlight of eloquence, he
boat, rowing against the current by looking on with a countenance as calm on thy face, Dick," said he. "Say but
usked a mutter of fact American who
keeping close to bank and taking ad- as the moon which was Just then ris- to my lady that you have searched
sat near him. "What you say when
and the goods be not In the hold of
vantage of eddies, and meet the Earl
ing.
and must have
man teur Ids coat?" "Hole," was the
of Fairfax before she reached JamesMadam Cavendish was pleased es- the Earl of Fairfax,
as faith they have, and
reply. That word did not satisfy him,
town, board her and persuade lier cappecially with one gown of a sky color, miscarried,
and Ralph Waldo Emerson, who hud
tain to send the cases of my Lady Cul- shot with silver threads, and ordered say that next voyage you will deliver
whispered
the question,
for
cover of night to
under
overboard
it
hold
aud
responsible
wear
them
thyself
should
goods
peper's
that Mistress Mary
until tliey seemed like "rent," with poetic sympathy for euthe Golden Horn, whence he would un- to the bail which was to be given 14 the cost, as you well can afford with upholdlngs,
with
some monstrous animal moving
phony. und the stately sweep of the
load them next morning, and Mistress the governor's house the next night.
Master Wlngfleld's money."
of legs as multifold sentence was completed. He learned
"Ilast ever heard my Lady Cul- uncouth sprawls
Mary could show them to her grandWhen I heard that I started, and
and wavering drunk· the language after his arrest in 18.Ί7,
mother, and then they were to be re- Catherine shot a pale glance of con- peper's tongue?" demanded the other. as ii centipede,
one side of the road to
when be \vys sentenced in 1838 to tbteO
shipped with all possible speed and se- sternation at me, but Mistress Mary " 'Tie easy to advise. Would you fuce enly from
meanwhile
In hand. the other, lurching into the dewy years' Imprisonment, during a part of
the
without
good»
rebellion.
her
with
crecy, the Earl of Fairfax
red
thyself
flushed rosy
bushes, then recovering by the Joint which lie was cut off from all commulying at anchor at the mouth of the
"I have no desire to attend ray Lord Calvin Tabor?"
whole.
nication with bis friends and wus deriver, and then delivered to my Lady Culpeper's ball, madam," said she.
"Faith, and I'd face a dozen like her effort of the
I stood well back to let them pass, nied the use of pen ami ink and even
declared
Captain
fifteen
the
for
Culpeper.
pounds,"
representative
"Lord Culpeper is
of self importance, of books. In the second year he was
There was but one doubt as to the of his majesty here in Virginia," said Tabor. Then, with another great laugh, being in that mood
and the service allowed to read, but as all political
love
of
reason
in
scheme
my
my
curious
scud
by
thy
success of this
Madam Cavendish, with a high head, "I have it; send thy mate,
rendered by It, that I could have seen books were Interdicted he selected an
mind, and that was that Mistress Mary "and no granddaughter of mine ab- ileaf mate, Jack Tarbox, man."
whole posse led to the whipping English grammar, Walker's pronounc"But she will demand to see the cap- the
might not easily lend herself to such eente herself with my approval. To
with a relish, when suddenly, ing dictionary and Shakespeare. Withblock
Tabor,
However,
Captain
that
In
and
deception.
tain."
the ball you go, madam,
their
on
from
be
tipsy throats, caiue a shout out knowing a single word he began to
will
words.
with a skill of devising concerning
the
captain
"Faith, and
eky colored gown, and no more
that my heart stood rend "The Tempest." lie was engaged
whether
such
a
of
to
wondered
import
often
have
I
seeing
which
Things have come to a pretty pass." board the Earl of Fairfax
still. "Down with the king," hallooed for /ι fortnight In getting through the
it may be more common in the descend- Bo
she arose and, leaning leak which she hath sprung and cansaying,
one mnd reveler, in a voice of such
tlrst page.
Tabor.
ants of those who settled in New Engheavily on her stick, with her black not leave her," said
the whole sentence
land, who were in such sore straits to maid propping her, she went out.
"But in two days' time the governor thickness that
Why Japan Hit* No Fence l'ont».
us of
seemed one word; then the others took
for England."
get their own wills, than with
Then turned Mistress Mary imperious- sails in my ship
me
to
In
it
seemed
Jjpuu when u farmer permits a
"Think ye the governor will concern it up. until verily
Virginia, provided a way through that ly to u& and demanded to know the
to be envitheir heads were not worth η telegraph or telephone pole
that
adornments
came
about
lady's
difficulty.
"Whence
himself
my
meaning of it all.
"
"Down with the gov- ed on his land In· h..s made a great con"You say
and
Then,
farthing.
for
England
headed
'Tis full easy," said he.
he
be
when
these goods?" said she to Catherine.
the *■
Down with Lord Culpeper!" cession to modern reform. Only
ernor!
that the maid's sister will say naught
"On the (iolden Horn, sweetheart; 'tie out of reach of her complaints?"
of the ceediuKly rich have fences ..round tin !r
voice
thick
same
that
shouted
so
long?"
"But how to dodge her for
against it—and you?"
cost
the list you gave this morning," rethe wild crew farms in Japan, not because of the
"I will say naught against her safe"Dick," said the other solemnly, man who was leading
val ie
Catherine, without α change in
of
the
because
plied
but
fence,
ahead.
the
of
He forgiil
"much I have it In mind that a case like a bellwether.
ty," said I. "What think you I care the fair resolve of her face.
iof the square Inches the posts and p!
out upon the Earl
for any little quibbles of the truth
-e"Pish!" cried Mary Cavendish. "The of fever will break
consume. If a border Is
would
ets
or
next
day."
when that be In question?"
list I gave this morning was my Lady of Fairfax by tomorrow
siritl around a Held It is customary to
"Then think you that my lady will
"Well," said Captain Tabor, "then Culpeper's, and you know It Whence
mulberry trees. The total are:; >!
plant
sail?"
Cavto
must you and Mistress Catherine
And she spurned at a allow her lord the governor
came these?"
In Japan thus devoted to ι :e
ground
"Dick," laughed Captain Tabor, "govheap of the rich gleaming things with
tree, which otherwise wo:, d
silkworm
ernors be great men and you but a
C&therine anxiously waiting
the toe of her tiny foot.
10
tak»»n
be
up with fences, amounts
it comes to coin
on tb· bauik of the stream
"I tell you, sweetheart, on the Golden poor sailor, but when
no referabout 100,000 acres. This has
heart
the
In
value
weight
thy
Horn," replied Catherine. Then Mary in wifely
was the man who ence to the mulberry farms and groves,
would send the
turned to me In a rage. "The truth I of thy good Bridget
for which is over three times
than
thy
"Whence governor of Virginia higher
of human the area The fact that a Japanese
will have," she cried out
wanted a
much.
as
masthead. None but my Lady Culpepcame these goods?"
the
There are many farmer Is forced to tlgure onwould
flesh.
"On the Golden Horn, madam," I er need have hint of the fever."
a
fence
post
of
ground
amount
"I have a sailor ailing." said the othsaid.
now, the convales- occupy au1 the interesting fact that
hath no sign of
She stamped her foot, and her voice er doubtfully, "but he
the the government in Its statistical enuthe
fever."
cent,
rang so shrill that the black siaves^armerations has had the areas covered by
"
other
the
cried
gayly
'Tie enough,"
rylng out the dishes, rolled alarmed
the
child,
young
Individual mulberry trees on farm
hours
In
twelve
"Ills fever will rage
boundaries carefully computed demondecks."
flesh
enough to beat the 'tween
woman, all want human
land.
strates the great value of arable
"But," cried Captain Watson, speakit—take —Book lovers' Magazine.
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A

Paris Hill.
Flret Baptist Church. Preaching every Sunday
Sabbath
ai 11 i. m. Sunday School at 12 h.
Evening Service at 7 30 r. M. T. P. 8. C. Β.

Forbes,

Tuesday evening. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the laat
Friday before the let Sunday of the month at

i JO

r. m.

All not otherwise connected

dially invited.

A. E. Fours.

are cor-

Universalis* Church, Bev. J. H. Little, Pastor.
Preaching service every Sunday at 11 a. M.
Sunday School at 13 M.

Tun· :—91 JO a year If paid strictly In advance,
otherwise #2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cents.

On account of the severe storm of Fri-

—

er·.

Jon PaiMTi.Ho .—New type, fa«t presses, «earn
power, experienced workmen and low price·
comblike to make thin department of oar business complete and popular.

Mr. and Mrs. W. C. White and little
bration of the Universalist church in
son from Lewiston are spending a few
Turner last week.
White.
Most of the apples remaining unpick- weeks with his brother, S. T.
The School Improvement League had
ed were brought to the ground by FriCentennial Hall Friday
a sociable at
Coming Events.
day's gale, as were more or less fences
to be
and other things. At W. E. Parlin's in evening of last week, the proceeds
cake
Oct. 26, 77.—Oxford Universalis Association, the
District a shed was blown used for pictures. Ice cream and
Partridge
Rum ford Falls.
was served.
down.
Nov. 1.—Oxford Pomona Grange, North Buck
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Young have
field.
sold their life lease in their former home
Nov. 8.—National election.
Buckfield.
to II. K. Moore and are going to make
Percy Cole, wife and child, of Rum ford their home with their children at Bethel.
Falls, have recently visited Mr. Cole's
For President:
Mrs. A. R. Bucknam is in Boston for
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Cole.
a week's visit witli her son, S. C. Curtis,
While Rupert Rogers of Boston,
and family.
publisher uf a trade journal, is over the
Walter Ricker went on the Boston
and
are visiting
Mrs.
child
water,
Rogers
Of New York.
excursion to visit relatives in Lawrence,
Mrs. Rogers' sister, Mrs. Stanley BenMass.
son.
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
For Vice-President:
While Dr. Wm. P. Bridgham, 88 years
church will furnish a harvest dinner and
of age, was picking apples, his nephew
supper at Odd Fellows' Hall Tuesday,
Charles W.
accosted him and made the inquiry what
In the evening the ladies of
Oct 25.
"Baldwins.
The
doctor
replied,
variety.
Of Indiana.
South Paris will present the "Peakses of
This tree was grafted 73 years ago, the Pike's Peak" in a
pleasing manner. Don't
first Baldwins introduced into Buckfail to come and see the loan table; what
tield."
our grandparents used years ago.
FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS:
Cards are received
announcing the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Bates have
Franklin A. Wilson, Bangor.
of David L. Welsh aud Miss moved into their new house and IL C.
mariage
Waldo Pettengill, Ruraford.
Koesie 0. Tilton in New York City,
Loveland and wife have moved from
Robert Μι-Arthur, Biddeford.
Oct. 15th.
Mrs. Locke's rent into the Scott house
Fred H. Harris. Boothbay Harbor.
Mrs. Ellen Taylor of South Paris is the
vacated by Mr. Bates.
Frederick G. Kinsman, Augusta.
guest of her nieces, the Misses Dean.
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Baptist
Joseph B. Peaks, Dover.
is
in
Wardwell
of
West
Paris
Herman
society have been repairing the bedding
an
doubtless
town,
impor- for the lumber camps of the Paris Mfg.
anticipating
tant event—a marriage.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Co., and thereby adding somewhat to
Other marriages will probably develop their fund for church work.
the
few
within
a
notwithstanding
days,
Faint Your Barn Red.
Mrs. Florence Walker and little son
canons the bishops have been tiring of
The Prices of Fur Robes.
from Cumberland Mills have been spendCrawford Cooking Ranges.
late. Men and women will dwell toing a week with Mrs. M. S. Davis.
Parker'* Hair Balsaui.
gether, married or unmarried, and until
Kld lilove Sale.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Willis intend
New Clothes.
infidelity is checked in some other way to make their future home with their
Probate Notices.
than keeping divorcees out of wedlock,
daughter, Mrs. Emma W. Mann, and
Three Notices of Appointment.
illicit love will be the rule. Look at the moved their household
No Stretch Cotton Clothes I.lne.
goods there last
conand
increasing number of divorces,
Pigs for Sale.
Saturday. They have sold their house
Stray Heifer.
sider the situation with all these turned
opposite the residence of II. G. Brown
Hay for Sale.
loose on the public.—Bah!
Two Notices of Bankruptcy,
Mr. and Miss
to Miss Mary A. Dana.
in
Parsons
and
wife
are
«old Watch Lost.
visiting
Henry
Dana will move into their new home at
For Sale.
Boston.
Dr. F. H. Packard and family
once.
F. A. and Mrs. Taylor of Boston are
will move back into their house when
here and There.
visitiDg relatives here.
vacated by Miss Dana.

Theodore Roosevelt,
Fairbanks,

Lovell.

this time, says the political
almanac, be looking out for roorbacks
Startling
in the national campaign.
stories designed to intiueuce doubtful
voters against President Roosevelt are
likely to be launched any day, the promulgators depending upon the short
time remaining before election to prevent the denial of them reaching the
people as widely as the stories themselves. It's an old trick, not so useful
as it was once, but still not entirely done
About

A series of meetings are being held at
the Christian Church, the pastor being
assisted by other ministers from out of
town.

Calvin Meader of Chatham is driving
team for N. F. Fox.
S. F. Heald and wife, P. B. Walker
and wife, Ε. N. Fox and W. B. Stone
went to Boston Monday.
Laroy Poor, Lester Cushman and
Marshall McAllister are away packing
apples for E. L. Bell, and Horace Kimball and Ν. B. Dresser for Ο. E. Andrews.
Rev. H. L. Packard of West Brooksville supplied the pulpit of the Congregational church here last Sunday.
W. D. Irish has had a light run of
fever but is better.
Mrs. Henry W. Keniston of this town
died the 17th inst., aged 49 years. The
lose falls heavily on the family and community, where she will be much missed.
on
Funeral services at the house
Thursday, attended by Rev. C. H. Shank.

away.

akin is the well-simulated
with which certain Democratic
papers have recently been making th«
announcement that the Republicans
were planning to 4,buy the presidency."
This is a time-honored method of acknowledging a coming defeat. Th<
Democratic party is not the sole sinnei
in this respect. Other parties have many
times been guilty of it, and probably
will be again.
It is an undignified proceeding, of which those who have faith
in our American institutions ought to
be ashamed. In the present instance il
is to a degree laughable. Roosevelt and
Fairbanks will be elected, and that with
out the election being bought.

Something

horror

ureenwood.

the day, and the scene deand that day was last Sunday
when there was not a cloud in sight from
sunrise to sunset as large as a sheet of
during
paper. And the atmosphere,
that period of time, so charming—just
Lent we forget, the nine ρ resilient ia
for
comfort.
warm and cool enough
tickets now in the field are as follows:
Why, one could almost imagine himself
Republican—Roosevelt ami Fairbanks.
suddenly transported to Italian skies,
l>a*U.
Democrath-—Parker ami
minus Mount Vesuvius with its melted
PopulUt— Watson ami Tibbie*.
lava tiowing down its side and threatenProhibitionist—Swallow an>l Carroll.
Socialist—I>ebe ami Haaforl.
ing to annihilate the nourishing villages
Socialist Lal>or—Corregan ami Cox.
at its base.
Negro Liberty—Taylor ami Payne.
Monday was nearly as perfect, and
Lincoln—Penn ami Jone·.
Continental— Hoicomb ami King.
during the day dandelions and butterthes«
aav
of
that
It in hardly necessary to
cups blossomed, and butterflies flitted
tickets only two will be likely to securi > about. Pleasant is our New England
any presidential electors—and only ont climate, to be sure!
The apple harvest is now practically
will be elected! On the Maine ballot th< t
ended, although thousands of bushels
first live will be represented. The Popu
lists are not entitled to have their can are still lying on the ground, destined to
didates on the ballot on the basis of th< rot or be devoured by birds and beasts.
The sneak thief is still in evidence,
vote cast at the previous election, bul
they have circulated nomination paper· There being no store at the City, Sylvesand secured the thousand signature.' ter Cole put in a small stock of groceries
and the other night some animal in
which will give them representation.
human form entered the apartment and
stole about forty gallons of kerosene and
Apparently the award of prizes at th< some other goods. If there is no way to
St. Louis fair is calculated to give gener
rid society of such human or inhuman
The first public an
al satisfaction.
trash, the more is the pity.
two dispatchei
nouncement comes in
The game trapped up to date consists
in
the
(at
highes
daily
papers
published
[ of three coons, as many skunks, and a
space rates), setting forth respective!] neighbor's shepherd dog. Although the
the winnings of two well-known brandi
lattter was caught by the foot in a double
of Hour. According to these reports
spring fox trap he was not seriously inone brand is given "highest award am I
jured.
grand prize," and the other the "grant
Charles Dunham and wife of West
prize for the best fiour, the grand priz< Bethel are visiting at the Bennett place.
for the finest exhibit and the grand prizi
Charles is really improving in health,
for the best bread.1' Clearly that put)
under the care of Dr. Whitman of Buckthem both at the top and leaves n<
tield. and while the doctor is about it I
chance for any one to kick.
hope he will cure him of his Parker
Calm

lightful,

was

I

I
I

That porcupine bounty law passed bj
the last legislature was a $15,000 joke—
at least, that is what it will cost for th<
first year. What it will amount to foi
the present year is not jet known. It ii
a pretty safe guess that one of the firsi
things the new legislature will do is t<
repeal the law.

1

New Hampshire had a case of a mai
mistaken for a deer last week, and the
result was the same that it always is ii
Maine, the man was fatally injured
Queer, how many times a man ma]
shoot at a deer and' miss, but if he shooti 1
at a man by mistake he invariably kill: 1
him.
C&lf a dozen young people who laugh
ed and whispered too much in cburct
were fined $1.00 each by Judge Spofforc
at Stonington the other day. The "Ston
ington plan" iaagood one, and might b«
adopted with profit in some other com
munities.
a
An actor-manager of note filed
voluntary petition in bankruptcy a few
days since, showing liabilities of 127,
647.30, all unsecured, and total assets ol
$100, most of which is exempt. There
is something almost astounding to the

business world in the figures of the frequent financial embarrassment of stage
people. Absolutely no other class oi
people would be given the extensive
credit which they get, without assets ol
any kind.
President Roosevelt has promptly removed the steamboat inspectors shown
to be culpable by the investigation of
the Gen. Slocum horror, and his action
is
universally commended, even in a
campaign where the chief issue of the
Democrats is the president's personality.

M»ke the Indians Citizen*.

South Woodstock.

Nearly every one is done picking
apples which was fortunate before today's gale. R. L. Cummings has about
eleven hundred barrels and F. L. Wyman

nine hundred.
I. W. Andrews «& Sons are badly rushed with work; more so on account of the
late accident to A. M. Andrews and his
family. Mrs. Andrews is gaining slowly and we are all hoping that she will
She is one of
soon be at home again.
those who cannot well be spared in the

some over

neighborhood.
A new telephono line is well under
way through the Perkins neighborhood
to connect with the Andrews line by

switch at A. M. Andrews'. Of course
this will connect them with all other
lines which are connected with the Andrews line. And so the good work goes
on.
Some ask, where is this thing to
stop? We do not want it to stop. Let
it go on.
H^hrnn

Amont; the strangers in town this

week were Judge and Mrs. Bonney and
Rev. Bowley Green of Portland, Professor and Mrs. Roberts of Colby.
Professor
Roberts spoke before the students Mon-

day evening.

The football game played here Wednesday between Lewiston High School
and Ilebrons snored 11 to 0 in favor of
llebrons. »
As Mr. and Mrs. Levi Merrill were on
their wav to the fair at West Minot
Thursday, their horse was frightened by
meeting an automobile, and Mrs. Merrill
was
thrown out, breaking her ankle

badly.

The annual Harvest Home Festival
will be held Friday evening, the 21st.
We are glad to report that the Poland
Steam Mill Co. is organized and under
the management of J. S. Briggs of Poland and R. I). Whitney of Boston to do
a general business in lumber and box
manufacturing in that section. The
company has a large field to work in and
contracts that assure a long and prosperous enterprise. The people at large
wish them every success as both parties
are well known in Oxford county.
East Brownfield.
The funeral of Mrs. Lillian Lowell occurred at her home in Hiram last Wednesday. Mrs. Lowell was the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Poore of this

place.

Fred Bradbury made

a

trip

to Boston

last week.
Winnie Jones of Eaton, Ν. H., is visiting her grandmother, Mrs. 0. J. Dennett.
The Red Men held their regular meeting last Wednesday evening.
The W. C. T. U. held its meeting with
Mrs. Julia Bean Oct. 14th.
democracy.
The
G. A. R. and W. R. C. met the
Sad indeed was the untimely death of
Dexter Brown. He and his father, Wil- 15th.
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney and daughter
Ham Brown, were well known here in
town years ago as dealers in stock, and are away.
always dealt on the square with every
East Hebron.
man so far as known.

Newry.

W. F. Small has let his farm to Herbert Chapman of North Newry. Mrs.
Small has gone to St. Louis for the winter where Mr. Small will soon follow.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. B. Knapp are ill.
Mrs. Knapp has been in poor health
through the summer and is now sick in
bed, being cared for by her daughters,
Mrs. Powers and Mrs. Foster.
Leon Allen of Waterford is spending
a few weeks in town bunting and trap-

days notify us
approaching. Appjes
been injured by frost.
Cold

that winter is fast
so far have not

A man from Paris is packing apples
at W. H. Berry's and Erastus Hayes'
(now F. J. Dunbar's). He has bought
many from those two orchards and is
shipping them.
Rev. E. A. Kelley announced his
resignation in church the 9th, to take
effect in two months. Last Sabbath a
request was signed requesting him to
withdraw his resignation. The request
was readily signed by all.
ping.
Mrs. Baker lately received a call from
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Blye from Lynn
Mrs. Will Bryant of Bethel with her eon, arrived last week with the intention of
Myron. The boy is a bright and lovely passing the winter and caring for Frank
child of two years and the grand-grand- Nash's house and his stock. He intends
to work in the woods this winter.
nephew of Mrs. Baker.
Mrs. Mary Perry and Mrs. Lucy LufTelephone poles are still being set and
one
cold
from
Rumford
kin drove
Center
hopes are entertained that rural free
the
last
week
and
day delivery will soon be given us all, and
spent
morning
very pleasantly at J. S. Allen's, return- then we can send our mail without waitin
to
their
homes
Rumford.
at
ing
night
ing.
Deacon R. P. Fuller has the weekly
Norway Lake.
prayer meetings at his house every WedNorway Lake Woman's Club will meet nesday evening. lie and his family are
with Mrs. Christine Stephens Nov. 2d. unable to attend meetiugs in the church.
The family are all in feeble health.
Program:

Stoddard's Lecture
KUke'e Civil

Story,

on

Japan,

Mr·. Edith Boober.
Mr». Winnie Hall.
Mrs. Prance· Partridge.

Government,

Mothers' Club meets with Mrs Winnie
Hall Oct. 25th.
Warner Kneeland's family have moved
to East Oxford.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Kilgore are in Boston this week.
Mrs. Mary Perry is visiting friends in
Portland.
Grace Hill has gone to Boston for a
short visit.
(Ulead.

Miss Amy Bean is visiting friends in
town.
Mr. S. L. Mason and wife of West
TIME TO QUIT PAVPEBIZISe Οϋ Β REDBethel were in town the first of the week.
SKINNED BROTHEBS.
Henry Alexander and wife and G. A.
and wife of Portland have been
Springer
(Bangor New·.)
camping at Lary's brook near T. G.
Next winter some ambitious member Lary's. They captured one deer and 24
of the Maine Legislature should start a
partridges.
movement looking to the making over
her school
Miss Murphy resumed
of the Maine Indians into citizens. If work this week.
oar ancestors miasused the noble red
Mrs. Melissa Bennett of Norway is a
men in the way back days, the wrong
guest at E. R. Bennett's at Cloverdale
1
cannot be righted by continuing the Farm.
Indiana aa dependents. Many of those
Mr. Seth L. Mason and wife were in
who reside ney Old Town are filled Gilead
Sunday.
with ambition, and it is time to get out
of the old ways, which have made nomiDickvale.
nal
paupers of a race which is ο «O>v* Je of
iver
better things. The longer
».
Tb» telenhoo" poles ar*
fylament of this question
harder any adjustment will
looking to a much-needeu
method should be taken at ol
present manner of conducting
affairs offers no incentive to indW.
effort. On the contrary it tends to Κ
ter and perpetuate shiftlessness anu
crime.

Haying, digging potatoes, picking
apples, banking house and nearly all
varieties of work are practiced at this

date.

All

ant

are

days

thankful for the
that visit us.

warm,

The Oxford Bear in Portland.

East Bethel.

Bethel.

Wejt Purls.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham have gone
to Massachusetts and Vermont visiting
relatives and expect to remain until
about Thanksgiving time.
Mrs. W. H. Lurvey was sent by Onward Rebekah Lodge as delegate to the
Rebekah Assembly at Bangor last week.
Mrs. Geo. W. Bryant moved to South
Paris last Tuesday to live with her
daughter, Mrs. Geo. D. Robertson.
On Wednesday, Rev. A. J. Parker and
wife moved into Mrs. Bryant's house
here.
L. C. Bates is putting up a water
tank for tire protection back of his buildings similar to the one erected on the

property.
day, the sociable of the Universalist mill
Miss Gertrude A. Allen is again stopSunday School was postponed until Satwith Mrs. Ο. K. Yates.
urday evening of this week, when it will ping
Mrs. Locke has returned from Lisbon.
be held at Academy Hall.
Mary G. Bradbury has added a new
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson and Mrs. 0. A.
stock.
Thayer attended the centennial cele- line of hate to her millinery

All legal advertisement»
AunmuiuiTi
are given three consectlve insertions tor 91.30
In
of
column. Special contract·
Inch
length
per
made with local, transient and yearly advertis:
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Mrs. M. J. MayOonnell and daughter
The Bowler party started Monday for
ι ΙΟΜΕ FACTS ABOUT BBUIN DIBCOVEBED
St. Louis. Mra. Bowler and son, Mr. and Emma went to Scarboro last week.
Misses Lillian and Grace Hunt have reMrs. Wilfred Bowler and daughter of
BY A FOBE8T CITY NIMBOD.
to
Bumford
Fall·.
home
turned
Bridgton were among those who joined
the
Kimball
Miss
Clara
past
spent
the party at Bethel.
Some highly interesting information
to
Mrs. Carver returned
Augusta week with her father and sister in Milan,
ι egarding the habits of the Oxford bear
Ν.
Η.
Monday.
Mr. Inaley Young from Massachusetts -not the human Bear with a big B, but
Rev. C. N. Gleason has just returned
:he four-legged animal—comes from
from a trip to Niagara Falls and a part visited here last week.
*
Mr. C. C. Kimball and Mr. F. Haley Portland. A hunter of that city wants
»f New York state.
correctÀ good number of the people took in from Phillips visited this place en route t close time on bears, which be
for Milan, Ν. H.
y declares to be good game, with palatthe Boston excursion.
Born, in Saco, Oct. 17th, to the wife ; ible meat, and ekius much more valuMrs. Ο. M. Mason has been spending
the course
the past week with her son, Mr. and of Mr. B. G. Clark, a son, (Wendell Kim- able than those of deer. In
)f his discussion of the matter he makes
Mrs. Leslie Mason. Mr. and Mrs. Mason ball.)
tome statements, as reported in a Portcelebrated their tenth wedding anniverend paper, which may sound surprising
Maine New· Note*.
sary in a most delightful manner.
in Oxford County. Here is an extract:
Miss Isabel Shirley has returned to her
"The Impression hae gone abroad that bean
borne in Brooklyn.
re
The Universalist church at Turner ire more or less of a pest to the state. Thewith
Mrs. Q. R. Wiley has returned from a
xirt comes In that farmers are troubled
visit to her son and wife, Dr. Arthur G. celebrated its centennial last week. Only ;hcm, that they harm the sheep and the hens and
ipoll the corn and potato crops. But as far as I
Wiley, who is most successfully located one Universalist church in the state— ;an
learn, this Is not so; It Is far from true.
that at Norway—is older.
at Bar Mills.
"
Bears are, of course, very numerous In If alne,
Mr. Eli Stearns has shipped five carare not destroyers of sheep. It Is true
iut
they
Daniel O'Neil, aged 70 and over, of
hey may get loto a farmer's garden and do
loads of apples to Berlin, Ν. H.
006 Sabatis Street, Lewiston, was struck iome damage there, but for that matter, the farmThursday afternoon, the Ladies1 Club by a runaway horse at New Auburn 3re of the backwoods are continually comheld a bargain and food sale in the
that deer dig up and spoil the crops
Thursday and it is feared he will die of plaining
ihey have planted. I have heard of cases where
Chapel. Tea and chocolate were served the injuries.
of bushels of potatoes have been de·
Hundreds
in the parlor. The result was very satisitroyed as a result of the depreciations of the
Carllo Defltago, an Italian 20 years of Maine
deer.
factory and many nice garments were
"In only one place In the state as far as 1 know,
age and unmarried, was inetantly killed
disposed of at a very low price.
have bears caused any serious annoyance ami
Mr. Preston, whose unique house "in by an ezploeion of dynamite at Fort Mc- this Is In Oxford
county. Thore the lumbering
the pasture" has been an attraction this Kinley, Great Diamond Island, Portland knlmals come down out of the hills and make
s raid on the farmer's crops. Especially are
summer, has removed his house and his Harbor, Monday.
they emboldened to do this In the sprlnar after a
carrier pigeons to his home in MassachuA young Shapleigh boy, Elmer John- hard winter or during cold weather when It Is
setts.
hard to root In the forests for food. In Much
in
the
Maine
General
died
son,
Tuesday
times as these, the bears, Impelled by extreme
Mr. Robert Bisbee has a fine location
of propriety and
Hospital from a wound received some liunger, may exceed the bounds
in New Orleans, La.
His com- make an attack on a farmer's stores, but these
time previous while hunting.
ire about the only times."
him
shot
Andrew
by
Dowbridge,
panion,
East Sumner.
As to what of the farmer's crops the
mistake for a deer.
Abel S. Heald came from the Central
bears attack when they make a raid on
Fred Peters, aged 17, was struck by a the
Maine Hospital on Monday and has takgardens, during the cold weather
freight train at Gardiner Monday even- Dr when they come out hungry in the
en rent of Jeff Russell, where his sister,
Mrs. Emogene Willey, will care for him. ing, and fatally injured. Peters stepped
spring, the hunter quoted does not state.
His condition has improved somewhat on the track just after a train had pass- It would be difficult to destroy any large
in
train
coming
ed, and did not see the
as all will be glad to learn.
portion of the corn or potato crop at
County commissioners were in town the other direction. He lived only a those seasons. With regard to their
hours.
few
on Thursday and made an examination
destroying sheep, some of the Oxford
of the state road in the "Ford Valley,"
In a fire in a stable in Portland Mon- County farmers who live near the woods
so called, and appeared to be well pleasday night, Albert E. Temple was burned where the bears range could probably
ed at what had been done. It is hoped
to death. Temple had been at work in i^ive the Portland hunter some informathat after the town has spent a few more the
stable, but was discharged that tion as surprising as any that is quoted
thousands of dollars and with state aid,
morning, and is supposed to have been above.
a passable road will be the result.
sleeping off a drunk in the bay loft at
Charles Bradeen.
What to do with the immense crop of the time of the Are.
apples is the query with many. Good
On the date of September 27 occurred
five
Donald McLaucblan, aged
years, the funeral services over the remains of
empty fiour and apple barrels seem to be
worth more than the apples at present. was run over and instantly killed by an Mr. Charles Bradeen from hie late resiBath
The
car
at
electric
Tuesday.
boy dence in Sumner. The Rev. P. E. Miller
Apple pickers command $1.50 and upwards per day. Lots of apples can be was rolling a hoop and run directly in of Cumberland Center was the officiating
of
which
car
the
wheels
of
front
the
a
had for the picking. Too much of
clergyman. Mr. Bradeen was highly repassed over his body before the motor- spected by those who knew him. At
good thing is as bad as a lack.
man could bring the car to a stop.
one time he was part owner in the saw
Brownfield.
mill located at East Sumner, and carried
John Bradly, 55 years of age, has been
One hundred and nineteen persons arrested at Millinocket for
quite an extensive and successful
removing the on
business. Later be retired to farm life,
took supper at Mr. Carl Blake's Wedneswhere
it
from
the
of
a
child
grave
body
day evening. The occasion was the Free had been buried. Bradly admits the and was enjoying and succeeding in it
when he was overtaken with the disease
Will Baptist circle. Music was furnishact, saying that he had divine authority
ed by the band. A pleasant evening to raise the child from the
and which occasioned his death.
dead,
was enjoyed by all who attended.
Mr. Bradeen was an Odd Fellow and
should have done so if he had not been
a Granger, above all a good citizen, a
Mrs. Dr. Fitch is in Portland visiting interfered with.
faithful husband and loving father. A
friends.
Mrs. Sarah Ilarnden is stopping with
The Bangor News says that more than widow and six childr^i, four sons and
friends in Conway, Ν. II.
a thousand magazines are sold from the two daughters, one of whom is married,
Master Ray Ilam was presented with news stands of Bangor every month, the Biirvive him. A large circle of friends
a very expensive gun by his uncle who ten cent kinds exceeding those of higher sympathize with these in their great
resides iu California.
price at a ratio of nearly 50 to 1. And bereavement.
Mr. Barker from Cornish is working all this in spite of the many magazine
in the Staples coat shop.
SAVES TWO FROM DEATH.
cluba that are dividing up the cost
Mrs. Leslie Poor has a young son.
"Our little daughter had an almost
among several members.
fatal attack of whooping cough and
An official of the Edwards ManufacturNorth Paris.
bronchitis," writes Mrs. W. K. IlaviCo. of Augusta announces that their
of Armonk, Ν. Y., "but, when ail
Mrs. Abbie Dow and child of Oldtown ing
land,
mills will start Oct. 31st, under a ten other remedies failed, we saved her life
have been visiting at Β. K. Dow's for
per cent reduction in the wage scale. with Dr. King's New^ Discovery.
Our
two or three days.
Tho mill has been closed since the first
niece, who had Consumption in an adCapt. and Mrs. Deasy of Prospect of
July on account of repairs and the vanced etage, also used this wonderful
Harbor visited at Ε. E. Field's one day
condition of the cotton market. About medicine and
last week.
to-day she is perfectly
are affected.
well." Operate throat and lung disMrs. Clayton Churchill and Ada visit- 1,300 employes
to Dr. King's New Discovery·
ed her sister in Minot last week.
About the only thing that Aroostook eases yield
Infalno other medicine on earth.
Carl Bacon, James Ripley and Charles wants more than it can
at present is as to
get
Page have each shot a deer this season. freight cars. The railroads are pressing lible for Coughs and Colds. 50 cent
and $1.00 bottles guaranteed by F. A.
H. S. Dow has returned to Leomin- into use
every available box car they can
South Paris, West Paris.
Shurtleff &
ster, Mass.
fears
some
are
In
fact,
expressed Trial bottlesCo.,
get.
free.
Everett Robbins of Hartford is to move that the roads cannot
cars
enough
get
in with Mel Dunham's folks in the spring, this winter in which to move the imTESTIMONY OF A MINISTER.
having taken them to care for.
mense crop of potatoes in the county.
Miss Jessie Tolman visited at Clayton
Rov. Jno. S. Cox, of Wake, Ark.,
Churchill's this week.
County Attorney Smith of Penobscot, writes, "For twelvo years I suffered from
A. D. Littlehale is packing apples for who 18 about to retire from office, reYellow Jaundice. I consulted a numF. A. Dunham.
ports that in the eight years of his ad- ber of physicians and tried all sorts of
ministration there has been collected
medicines, but got no relief. Then I
from the liquor dealers of Bangor, in
Mexico.
the use of Electric Bitters and
began
an
sum
of
tines and costs, the
$188,598,
feel that I am now cured of a disease
Carlton T. Gleason from Dumont,
the
Iu
of
$23,324 annually.
past that held me in its grasp for twelve
Col., reached here the ISth inst. It is average
years there has been collected years." If you want a reliable medireported that he will spend the winter twenty-six
in fines and costs from liquor dealers the cine for Liver and
here.
Kidney trouble, stomsum of $348,019, an average of $13,385
ach disorder or general debility, get
Wednesday afternoon Victor Binford
annually.
It's guaranteed by
Electric Bitters.
was tried before Justice Howard on the
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris,
charge of shootiug Arthur Varney.
A drunken man in Bangor made a
Paris.
West
Hon. J. P. Swasey appeared for defendpeoeliar attempt at suicide Wednesday
ant, Ε. H. Gleason represented the state. morning. At his boarding place he tore
Oscar Beedle of Gardiner, employed as
After several witnesses had been ex- a sheet into
strips and knotted them to-1 a
amined Binford was held under $1000
carpenter in the paper mills of the Hoi·
to make a rope, one end of which
gether
& Whitney Paper Co., was
bond fsor March term of court.
he tied to the bed and the other about lingsworth
Samuel Smith started for New Jersey his neck. Ho then went to the window caught in a speed shaft Monday and
Thursday forenoon after some five weeks and jumped out, but the rope was weak killed. One leg was torn off, another
the body was badly mangled,
visit to his home here.
and broke, dropping him to the ground, nearly off,
both arms broken and the head split
Fred Furbish has the foundation in about 20 feet. He broke a
instead
leg
for two cottages on the corner of Harlow of his neck.
open. Other employes were not aware
he was near the shaft, which had not
Hill and Roxbury roads.
Mre. Ann E. Hall, widow of Joshua
George K. Smith, register of deeds, been operated for several days. Beedle
T. Hall, is quite ill.
has one of the novel crops of Kennebec was about 55 years old and a wife and
Horatio Chase from Upton was here county. The product is all squashes. one child survive.
There will be about 10,000 of them. He
Thursday and Friday.
A LOVE LETTER.
We have just learned that Saturday has a farm in Vassalboro, which he has
about noon, Oct. 15th, the dwelling been experimenting with for two seaWould not interest you if you're lookhouse of Frank Glover on the Isthmus eons. Last year he went into the potato ing for a guaranteed Salve for Sores,
road in Kumford was burned with near- business as a sort of farm fad and it Burns or Piles. Otto Dodd, of Ponder.
ly all its contents. The house was developed beyond all expectations. Ile Mo., writes: "I suffered with an ugly
quite a distance from neighbors. The pulled out 4,000 bushels of the tubers sore for a year, but a box of Bucklen's
fire caught on the roof probably from and Bold them all, landed at the depot, Arnica Salve cured me. It's the best
chimney sparks, and had got well to for $1.05 a bushel. So it will be seen Salve on earth. 25 cents at F. A. Shurtburning before discovered. There being he netted quite a sum. These potatoes leff & Co.'e, South Paris, West Paris.
a strong wind and with the help at band were planted amid an orchard of 1,700
it could not be extinguished. Some apple trees, mostly new ones, and it was
BROKE INTO HIS HOUSE.
bedding and a small amount of furniture feared that another crop in the same
S. Le Quinn of Cavendish, Vt., was
was saved but no clothing excepting that place might injure the roots of the trees
The loss is a so this year he decided to plant Hub- robbed of his customary health by invaworn by the family.
bard squashes, partly to kill off the sion of Chronic Constipation. When Dr.
heavy one to the family.
witch grass and weeds that had begun King's New Life Pills broke into his
to manifest themselves very plenteously. house, his trouble was arrested and now
Oxford.
He expects to house about 50 tons of he's entirely cured. They're guaranteed
Dr. A. L. Hersey has loaned a large
these equashes. He has raised so many to cure. 25 cents at F. A. Shurtleff &
and valuable microscope to the school.
that he has been at a loss what to do as Co.'e Drug Stores, South Paris, West
Dr. II. R. Farris has also loaned his
hie storehouse is not suitable for keep- Paris.
slides
which
he
pre(250,)
microscopic
ing them into the winter. Last winter
Ttata will Interest Mother·.
pared himself while at medical school. squashes
brought $40 and $50 a ton and
T. A. Roberts Post held a campfire at
Mother Gray'· 8weet Powders for Children,
if the same price prevaile this year he Cure
Peverishnces, Bail S torn h ch, Summer Rowel
Robinson Hall Saturday, October 15th.
will make a tolerably good thing.
Trouble», Teething Disorders, move and regulate
The posts and corps from Norway, Paris,
the Uoweln and Destroy Worms. They neverfail.
Mechanic Falls and Edes Falls were inOver 30,000 testimonials. At all druggists, '25c.
Victor Binford Bound Over.
vited. It was estimated that over two
Sample mailed FREE. Address Allen 8. OlmLe Roy, Ν. Y.
sted,
hundred took dinner at the hall, preThe postponed bearing at Mexico in
pared by the Relief Corps. After dinner the case of Victor Binford, the 17-year- Ask for Allen's Foot-Ease, A Powder
there were speeches by Rev. J. II. Little, old boy who shot Arthur Varney some To shake Into
It rests the feet.
your shoes.
Capt. Bucknam, music, readings, etc. two weeks since, under circumstances Makes walking easy. Cures Corns, Bunions, InMr. Cloudman of Gorham read an inter- previously stated, was held Wednesday. growing Nails, Swollen and Sweating feet. At
and shoe stores, 25c. I'on't accept
all
esting original paper on "The old-time Binford was bound over to the March anydruggists
substitute. Sample FREE. Address Allen
muster" which he had prepared for the term of court. Bail was furnished.
8. Olmsted, Ijc Roy, Ν. V.
Maine Historical Society. Mrs. Stevens,
was
National Senior Vice-President,
NOTICE.
COUGH REMEDY.

CHAMBERLAIN'S

present.

Farrar,

a

brother of Mr.

Mats, Mirrors

clasp

two and three

in

slightly

are

fasteners and

of kid

wrinkled and

Sap.

glovej^t greatly reduced

opt ^style.

lace, sizes 5

some

AH first class

All colors and black.

Some

are

'°ί '*4» all sizes

goods

from

regular
$'·50·
$1.00, $1.25
69c.
ONE LOT fine Mocha Gloves, all colors and sizes, two clasps^
ONE LOT of the heavy Dressed Kid Glove, browns, jp,\ sizes, fine
$i.co
wearing,
the
and
in
white
Gloves
MANY OTHER
light shades,
$1.25
now.

stock.

Mouldings s,JL

&

Some of them

good pair

a

High Grade Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,
Septa and Oil a specialty.

Prices

were

our

Sale Pr'ce·

3η^

BLANKETS.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Now that the cold weather is almost here we must think of warmer
Our line includes a great variety in cotton and wool, colored

L. M. TUFTS,

bedding.

and white.

Blankets in white and gray with colored border, 2
yards wide,
59c.
yards long,
NOTICE.
The subscriber herebyfrivus notice thntHhc hlis I ONE LOT cotton Blankets, white and colored with colored border, 2
1.4
been tluly appointed executrix of the last will
and testament of
89c.
yards long, 1 3-4 yards wide,
SOUTH PARIS. ONE LOT

Nichols St.,

cotton

1-2

I

ELVIRA BARROWS, late of Parte,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All |>ereonri I
having demands against the estate of said docrimed arc ileslred to present the name for
settlement, an-l all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment Immediately.
LIZZIE M. MOHSE.
Oct. 18th, 1904.

ONE LOT all wool Blankets, white with colored border,
wool fleeced,

heavy
$5 00

extra

grades.

Also many in medium

REMEMBER
that I will

give you

money back

127-129 Π ΑΙ Ν STREET, NORWAY, MAINE.

your

Weeks'

on

Break-Up-a-Cold

Rem-

A Hot

;f it does not do the

edy

work.

The best

ever on

the market for

colds.

Price 25 cents.

Sold

thing

We want to say

word about

a

Herald Oak Stoves,

only by

BROOKS—:The

Subject!

Herald

8"

Pharmacist.

Cooking Ranges,

Cole's Heaters.

They

Next to Post Oflico, South I'aris.

ire

looking

what you are
worth.

They

for.

COLE'S HEATERS cost from $3.35 to $10, and contain
more comfort for the money than anything
full

are

in

money's

sight.

J. P. Richardson,

BUY THE

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Ο. K. PLOWS
and get the best in the market.
The Ο. K. Swivel is a perfect

Manufactured

plow.

level land

by

flERRILL,

F. C.

Manufacturer of Agricultural Impie-1
ments, South Paris, Me.
Oct. 17, 1904.

Dr. Austin

Dressy

Overcoats

Tenney,

Just

look at this illusof

tration

Oculist,

will be at Elm

Tuesday, Oct. iS,
of each following
hours, 10:30

Eyes

a. m.

Tuesday

THE

better

You'll

self.

Office

yet

a

garment

as

see

handsome and

to 4 p. M.

Examined free.

CURE

overcoat ;

in here and
look at the overcoat it-

dressy

as was ever

made ; suitable for all
from
sorts of wear,
business to full drese.

KILLthe cough

and

Mai χ

&

j just step

House, Norway
and 3d
month.

Hait,

a

Schaflher

LUNCS

Many other
styles for you

King's

overcoat

look

to

at while you are here ;

belt coats,

Ryton,

rain

coats. No matter which
CONSUMPTION
C'JG!IS and

,0LB3

you decide upon, it's

Price
50c & $1.00
Freo Trial.

suae

Surer, t £in;l Um-jkeet Cure for all

THH0AT γ.γ'Ϊ LUNG TKOTJBÎJ

ox'

jj

to have

distinction.
see

/ BACH·

you ?

style and
May we

Η, B. Foster,

^^zntamamaaeaKBaanei

Norway,

HILLS,

Me

1904 by
Hart Schaffner à? Marx

Copyright

Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

CASTORIA for Infants and Children.
Tin Kind You Hare Always Bought

NORWAY, MAINE.

Bears the

""Τ"

WE NOW HAVE Λ FULL LINE OF

AT ALL PRICES.
ALSO A NEW LINE Οσ

Hosiery Underwear
Fancy Collars
Como in and

see our

MRS. E. A.
SOUTH

Gloves
Etc.

goods

at

HOWE,
MAINE.

PARIS,

NOTICE.

}

The Saturday Evening Poet, making
Freeman Farrar of this place, recently
moved his family here from Giibertville. the suggestion of a permanent world's
in place of the temporary affairs now
fair
They occupy the so-called "Handy"
Miss Lina Holt of Fairfield is spending house.
built and then destroyed at an expense
a few days at G. A. Miller's.
Dr. Harold Bates and two children of of many millions, makes one point thua:
L. M. Sanderson's old cat, Caosar, has Rochester, Ν. H., visited his mother,
All the vulgar advertlMng feature·, the mile·
not been seen for a week and is thought Mrs. Hannah Bates, a few days last of canned goods, the flaunting Pikes and Midthe alot machine·, popcorn and frankfurway·,
to have died.
He was eighteen years week.
ters could be eliminated. There would be a
old last spring.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Field have re- vision of pore beauty and the lubllmatlon of InC. A. Pride and H. E. Mixer with their turned from Dixfield, where they bave struction. No city on earth would have a spectacle to match such a university of human prog
wives epent Sunday with their relatives
passed several weeks.
re»·.
here.
Mr. James Buck of Auburn is in town.
True, but how many people would go to
Wanted.
Mrs. Myra Keen and little son Willie,
been
have
Hiram
Howe
Mrs.
Mr. and
eee a fair with the refreshment counters,
of Bridgtoo, are in town for a fortnight.
First Ave years of St. Nicholas Magaenjoying a visit from their children, Mrs. the souvenir stands, and, greatest of all,
Alton and Chauncey Ames have gone Merrill, husband, and child, of Rumford
sine bound or unbound in good conthe Pike, left out?
to Meddybemps to work in a mill for
lition. Address, giving price,
Falls, and Mr. Luther Howe of Massathe winter.
chusetts.
EDWARD L. PARRIS, Jr.,
BETTER THAN PILLS.
Mr. and Mrs. Cole are visiting Mrs.
Mrs. Lizzie Chandler of Lynn, Mass.,
Parie, Me.
Ella Ames.
The question bas been asked—In what
is visiting her son, Mr. Walter Chandler,
NOTICE.
ind family, also her two sisters, Mrs. H. way are Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets superior to the ordinary
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
L. Ryerson and Mrs. I. O. Swift.
West Buckfield.
been
I
laa
duly appointed executrix of the
A business meeting of the Universalist sathartio and liver pills? Onr answer is
1 ast will and testament of
Miss Alice Flagg went to MassachuCircle was held at the vestry Thursday —They are easier and more pleasant to
JOSEPH
BRIGGS, lut. of Paris,
setts last Monday.
lake and thehr effect is so gentle and so ι η the County of Oxford, deceased, λ 11 perOct. 20.
Mrs. Jennie Bennett is canvassing for evening,
demands
ons
it
against .he estate of said
that
having
agreeable that one hardly realizes
eceased are desired to present the same for
% book.
Is produced by a medicine. Then they ettlement, and all Indebted
thereto are requestBrownfield.
West
Mrs. Malony Bradbury has gone to
not only move the bowels but improve « d to make payment immediately.
Miss Mae Cole has finished work at the
Boston for tV "oter.
A. BRIGGS.
CABRJE
1904.
Oct.
For
18lh,
the
aid
and
digestion.
appetite
Mrs. J'
"Vis at work Conway Centre and returned to her tale at 25 cents
per bottle by Shurtleff
] tome in this place.
for V
NOTICE.
k Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store,
Simeon Eaton went to Brighton, Mass., Dxford
here. He
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
; Noyee Drug Store, Norway.
( aa been duly appointed administratrix of the
•e gone up 1 aet Monday with a carload of cattle.
state of
Abel Eaton is selling out his stook and
ion.
CHARLES T. BRADEES, late of Sumner,
If troubled with a weak digestion try
mger sewing 1 ■ going to Oregon.
the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Taband
Liver
Stomach
chamberlain's
F. R. Bailey has been picking Baldwin
ondaaa the law direct·. All persons having
sale
For
do
eta.
will
good.
^
emanda against the estate of said deceased are
you
They
jesday to dig ι .pples for Wirt Eaton.
Jones d ealred to present the same for settlement, and
Ahrin Cram lost a nice cow one day J >y Shurtleff A Co.. South Paris;
.rater into hit
II Indebted thereto are requested to make pay.
Noyee Drag Store, J lent Immediately.
1 ut week, got hung in the barn ana ; Drug Store,
ELLA G. BRADKKN.
Oct. 18th, 1904.
c hoked to death.
j J iorway.
*a been tick.

East Waterford.

J

[

X

prices.

In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
EDWARD F. BLAKE,
of Bethel, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Edward P. Blake in the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on tlx 22nd day of
Oct., A. D. 1904, the said Edward F. Blake was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, in South Paris, on the 7th dar of Nov.,
A. D. 1904, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
lime the said creditors may attend, prove their
slalms, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
tnd transact such other business as may property
some before said meeting.
South Paris, Oct. 24, 1904.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

ford; Noyee Drug Store, Norway.

Oxford;

and Pictures,

Now is your chance to get

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
UENRY KERR,
J In Bankruptcy,
of Taris, Bankrupt )
To the creditors of Henry Kerr in the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 22nd dav of
October, A. D. 1904. tho said Henry Κυτ
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that tin·
first meeting of his creditors will be held at
the Court House, In South Paris, on the "Hi
day of Nov., A. I·, l'.fll, at 10 o'clock in the
forenoon, at which time the said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
examine the bankrupt and transact such other
business as may properly come before said
meeting.
South Paris, Oct. 24,1904.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

So one who is acquainted with its
The Ladies' Circle of the Congregacan be surprised at the
tional church and parish met with Mrs. good qualities
of
Chamberlain's
popularity
Newport Wednesday and elected tbe fol- great
Cough Remedy. It not only euros colds
lowing officers:
and grip effectually and permanently,
President—Mrs. Kmcrson Richmond.
but prevents these diseuses from reVice-President— Mre. Cliae. Hanecom.
James
Cook.
Treasurer—Mre.
Secretary anil
sultiug in pneumonia. It is also a cerRobinson and tain cure for
Executive Com —Mrs. John
croup. Whooping cough
Mrs. W. French.
is not dangerous when this remedy is
The next meeting will be held with Mr*.
no opium or other
It
contains
given.
Fisher. It was voted to give 310 to the harmful substance and
may be given as
Home for Aged Women at Norway.
confidently to a baby as to an adult. It
Mr. and Mrs. George Parrott have is also
pleasant to take. When all of
been visited by their son, Joseph Par- these facts are taken into consideration
rott, and wife, of Florida, and Mr. Par- it is not
surprising that people in foreign
rott's brother, from Lynn, Mass.
lands, as well as at home, esteem this
remedy very highly and very few are
West Sumner.
willing to take any other after havieg
For sale by Shurtleff &
Mr. Henry Bates of New Haven, Conn., once used it.
Oxrecently made a short visit on friends in Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store,

place.
pleas- this
Mr. Winfield

Kid Qlove

Picture Frames

Knitting Yarns.
Ν.

Bolster & Co.

Dayton
a

Full Stock of

These.^^—^

That Reliable Talmar Brand of
E. W.

Knitting Yarns in

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !
I will furnish DOOB8 an.l WINDOWS
lUe or Style at reasonable prices.

of any

\lso Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside

or

)uUtde work, scud In your orders. Pine Lum
«r and Shingles on hand Cheap (or Cash.

'lining, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched HarJ Wood Floor Boards for sale.

G.

W.

Γμ4 Sumaai.
J

i

CHANDLER,

Mala·.

Scotch Iron,
: ind Floss.
We also have the

Spanish, Saxony,
NEW

HOULTON

Germantown,

WOOLEN MILLS

COUNTRY" Yarn, and Hand Knit Mitten· and Hose from the
same.

00
1 SOUTH

Mark.ot

jpARIS,

CASTORIA)

or Infants and

Chfldren.

Tbipd You Half Ajwajt Bought

SJ

Square,

<

MAIlfB.

Ike «tford flemocral

Ε. Η. Dorr and
tives in Mexico.

*

Mrs. Ellen Taylor is
Dean at Buckfield.

SOUTH PAKIS.
TBl'MK

oRASO

RAILWAY.

LKATK

SOt'TH

east1—5:36

a. M.,
*· *·

ΓΚΑΙΝβ
in,

o*

·.

u

■<

ν·

«

.;[·
ι!.ν.

ρ κ

*« -ι

*·. 3 »
—lo

PARIS

,dallv, Sunday 9

Sunday onij

3 .4»

t*) A.

Sundays Included).

P.

visiting rela

visiting

the Miseet (

Frank W. Shaw and daughter, Mia
Annie Sbaw, of Portland, are guests a
the Andrews House.

in

Charles H. Nowell is very ill witi
typhoid fever at the home of his wife's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Chase.

Μ., s.4 j

Sunday onlj

Mrs.

Congregational pulpit was sup
plied on Sunday by Rev. George Merril [
The

of New

Sharon.

Professor

Anthony ο
next

PAINT

Football.

NORWAY.

;

Judge Davis h an cleaned the Mu
George Burnham, who has bee: « nicipal
Court rooms.
Boston
for
medica
several
weeks
Dr. Rotheus Taylor of Portland hai (
Assistant postmaster, J. P. Edwards
home
arrives
boon the guest of F. A. Taylor the pasi treatment,
to-day.
and C. S. Akers, olerk for F. H. Noyee
week.
Next Sunday will be Rally Day at thi > are candidates for the position of post
master. Tbey are both making theli
L. P. Swett of Molnnkus was the Methodist church. There will be spe
cial exercises and a report of the cradl s friends acquainted with the fact bj
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
roll and home department.
pledging them to their support. Wbal
jamin Swett, over Sunday.

Commencing October 2,19m,
i,

wife are

if Judge Parker is elected?
Librarian Hortense G. Gregg bas a
It is an
new typewriter in the library.

39;
High School defeated Norwa :
High Wednesday afternoon easily, run
[ ning up a score of 30 pointa in two shot t
NORWAY HIGH

P. H. 8.

Underwood.

Costs

halves of 15 and 12 minutes. Paris wa 9
heavier than Norway and was able t
make more than five yards on almos
every rush, many times carrying th
ball from 15 to 30 or 40 yards on on
rush. Norway was unable to hold Pari
for downs during the game. Paris wa

punished three times for being off-sid
Bates College will supply
and lost 5 yards each time, also lost om
Sunday
of
Rumford
SOt'TH FAIU8 POST OTOCS.
Falls,
A.
E.
Stearns, Esq.,
The Relief Corps will give a conunMrs. H. A. Clifford entertained thi has been visiting his people in town foi touchdown for holding. Paris shouh
7 JO A. X. to7 30 F. M.
drum supper at Grand Army Hall next
olKcc Hours:
for in
last
a few days.
He will spend the winter look out for these two things,
even
Epworth
League
Wednesday
c'HUKcan.
Saturday evening. Everybody is invitI close game It might be the cause of thei
with pictures of Japan and a gooc in the West.
ing
ed.
Rev. W. I
The line-up:
gatlon&l Church.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank A. Hayden and being defeated.
programme.
Light refreshments wen
Preaching services, 10:4
N.B. s.
k- I». I»., pastor.
i>
P. ll.S.
C. C. Dearborn is building an addition served. The .eague will not meet thii
School 12
Y\
of friends, on the occasion of the
r
Sunday
party
:
\
r.e. Fosi
oi
and a piazza on the Stillman bouse on week on account of the two lectures.
first anniversary of the doctor's mar- J Record, I.e.
(· ,t t· * ; Church prayer meeting
I·
Everett
I
r.tt.
Sumner,
:ίo'clock. AU. nototbei
Pleasant Street, which he recently puri-v. 'η» at 7
a most
χ
w
Chester 'Men-ill, l.g.
r.g. Wood
The Woman's Foreign Missionary So- riage Friday evening, enjoyed
are cordially Invited,
chased.
w;. vnnected,
Mrs.
hour.
c.
Harden
social
c.
Pastoi
c-Hajden
Bradbury
II.
A.Clifford,
Strout,
pleasant
χ,!!. :-tChurch,Rev.
ciety had a very interesting meeting last and
Back
Buck
930 a
Milieu,
l.g.
meeting,
selections
several
r.g.
Wheeler
virnlng
prayer
Miss
sang
... ι·,-,
l.t. Barron
Charles Merrill, r.t.
One member was received into the Thursday at the home of Mrs. Benjamin
service 10 45 A.M.;Sabbath Schoo i
when lunch was served.
„
I.e. Smith
r.e.
chapman,
Swett.
Meeting, β:15 p. m. ; Universalist church Sunday,
Mrs.
the
anClifford
Leagu,
K;>worti!
reported
by letter of nual
1
The annual meeting of Oxford Chap- Briggs, q.b.
q.b. Stone
urayer meeting
meeting 7 p.
at New Haven and articles
i'-ii i ■·

Red

Paris

Brown

1

Let

'.is·» meeting, Fridayevening
Ίι Sunday, preaching servie»
praver meet
ι'Ιι ">. h.Kd 1.'*

ill

..

χι

μ

ι,

r

( rayer meeting Tuesday evening
I'astor
-t * iuirvli. Kev. J. K. Little,
ervlce every Sunday at 2:30 p. u

»

f.λ,

:

I·-,

; transfer from the Universalist church
Lewiston.

*·

sTATKD MEETUKM.

the

«

—

ea. Λ montfi.
No. 181,
ν Κ ". P.—Stony Brook I.odge,
·ι 1 and fourth Wednesday evenings
m··:
each ruonttl.
P. Ili.nUn Lodge, No. 31, meets every
ν
Hall.
Kr »v venlng at I'ythlan
I'aris
M :· rr: W >.|men of America.—South
"v ». ! ·»·?. meets second and fourth Tues
C»ni[
Hall.
t
rims
Uav evcnln ;* In uoldeti
No. W3I,
_\ re.m m>1» Parri* Council,
-t a tut third Mouday evenings at 7:3o.
—

,.

THE

οΓΓ IN

CHILLY

XltiHT.

\fter Thomas Moore.;

lift ill till' chilly night,
-'»er'- <lialn iiai» U.un l me,
Kre *
Kree/rI w »uld 1 might
Put .ill the blankets round me
Π ·■ summer's heat
Η ,ι· a.-<-ing sweet;
u.iriu day of July were'
.«
II
Tii< lav» were not
Λ It too hot—
1 w.·;. 1 to night that I were.

Arthur E. Clark has been at home
from Portland for a few days with an
injury to his hand received at the Burrowes screen factory, where he works.
The tip of one finger was taken off in a
moulder, and the next linger somewhat

Thm, 111 til chlllv night,
Κ :>■
>ii!w r!■
Have

»·

injured.

rV haln has bound me,
I would 1 might
the ùaukets round me.
»

"·

■

—Chicago Journal.

elei tiou just two weeks off.
Haveu't fcrj;otten it. have you?
N

r.

II

Μιsitil

*

liar.',

\X. IVntiisoD and s«»ns
It Ytt at West Bethel.

II

I

'tayer is

A Halloween social will be held at
the Baptist church Monday evening,
Oct. :51st.
Admission "> cents. Come
and see the ghosts and witches and learn
what fate has in store for you.
The topic at the evening service at
the Universalist church next Sunday
will be "The Need of Patience, with
Others, with God, with the Course of
True Progress." References. James 1:4.
Gal. ♦>:». Leader, Miss Edna Kasson.

arol

atteo(lio<; the I

The ladies of Win, K. Kimball Relief

invited to Norway by the
Harry Rust National Relief
Corps uext Saturday morning, Oct. 2l>,

Corps

are

ladies of

at ten o'clock. Dinner will be served at
short entertainment will fol12. A
low.

At tlio last regular meeting of the
South Paris Center of the University
Tucker auil wiio are visitinu Extension Club the following pro>. i
I
Mrs. Γ i\er > son, Juii^eS. L. Fojfj;, at ' gramme was carried out:
Current Event»
Iiatli.
...
Miss swell.
1 Sketch of Charlemaene
Mrs ! lis,· ,!. Briu'tfs is visitiuj; her I ·_». Son* of Kolaivt as a National Bpte.
Rounils·.
Mr#.
Kr·· i (
> 'i.
Brings, in Dorchester,
rveM-rtption of the llreton Cycle, MU* Lea-h.
Mass.
4 Sketch of the Karly History of the l· rench as
MUe Shurtleff.
a Nntlon
3lis> < arrie Ilubbartl has come from 5. Let--ou* 1 4 In I'roKrees.
with
usual
as
winter
end
the
.·
I
!"»|
After a loug illness, Addison Tirrell
her >:>ter. Mrs. (ieorîie F. Kastman.
died at his home on High Street Friday
h li n k at tended the nieetinj;!
Mrs
night at the age of 07 years. Mr. TiYrell
·■
v.in· Kchekah Assembly at Bauof
was a member of the Baptist church,
.vcek. as delegate from Mount and a
^
highly respected citizen. He is
i'leaMnT Kehekah Lodge.
survived bv a widow ami three children
Henry T. Tirrell of Canton,
Ιό ν II. Λ. Clifford wan in attendance —Dr.
onveution of the Maine Geor'e Tirrell of Foxcroft, and Jennie
a: the iiitnud
v.m: i\
School Association at F., wife of H. M. Gerry, of Hartford,
s'iti
i 'ast week, tnd was one of Ct. The funeral is held at 2 o'clock
^ r:
t!.> «; cakers who addresse<l the con- Monday afternoon.
vention.
Μ

a'

hi'iil at Brunswick.

F. Stanley, superintendent of
tisli lutcherv at Auburn, and
the
v. were guests at Wirt StanMr% s
ley'.·. Γ ι.·>,lay. Mr. Stanley brought up
ten tli<>us.ind salmon to be taken to
I'pper Kezar.

The post office corner is the freakiest
place in the village, so far as wind is
concerned, and in the «ale of the afternoon no less than half a dozen parachutes went wrong side out within a
few feet of the post office door. Nor
was that the only spot where good umHarr\ M Wheeler of this plate is
brellas were being reduced to wreckage.
prévient of the Republican Club at The wise man mostly carried his umHarvard. an organization which is takbrella under his arm.
ing a particularly active part in the
present atnpaign. as President RooseThe fare from Buck field to Kumford
is
Harvard graduate.
w
Falls aud return is S3 cents for those atΛ v.tr'i' ilarly good piece of work in tending the Oxford Universalist Assothe ;'■·-·> r line was that advertising the ciation this week Wednesday and Thurs"huskiiis; bee" at (ίοικί Cheer Hall day. Trains leave Buckfield for KumThursday evening. It was adorned with ford Falls at 10:30 a.m.. and 3:09 P. m.,
A. m.,
a p;i:ii| kin and several ears of corn (in· arriving at Kumford Falls at 11:35
c!u<im_i a red tar and was done bv Miss and 4:10 i\ m. Keturu trains leave Kumford Falls at 0:10 .v. M., ami 2:35 P. m.,
McArdle.
arriving at Buckfield. 10:15 A. m., and
Mrs Mary \ White, whose illness
Round trip tickets by rail
3:40 p. m.
was rtprrted last week, died Thursday
from South Paris, il.70.
of
the
was
Mrs.
White
daughter
mght.
(it-ore· Kyerson and the widow of Capt.
The Saturday forenoon trains were
her
made
lîe, l'.-fl White. She has
delayed by an accident which did not
h in· with her daughter, Mrs. Alfred H. have so serious results as might have
Ja> k» >n.
lier age was S"> years. The been expected. When the local down
funeral was held Saturday afternoon.
freight was near Waterman's crossing,
Oxford aud Mechanic Falls,
The county commissioners held a between
heads blew out, the consession here Tuesday, and in the course both cylinder
and there was a
of their λ rk on that aud the following necting rods broke,
mix-up. The engineer and firedays ns|>ected the work done this sea- «rand
and landed without injury,
s π
η
the state roads in Norway, man jumped,
fact is that the train
(•reenw «1. Paris, Woodstock ant! Sum- and the surprising
with every wheel on the rails;
ner.
Under the law they must approve stopped
the track torn up so as to interthe « -rk doue before the towns caii se- uor was
fere with its use. The stalled train was
cure their stipend from the state.
between the forenoon passenger trains,
Wednesday evening as the street car and near their meeting point, but the
started ou its rt:15 trip it rode the rails engine of the down passeuger was used
r
t against the plot in the Square. The to haul the freight train out of the way,
front wheels plowed into the ground to and the trains were hung up for only a
a depth oi several inches, going side- little over an hour.
ways nearly the width of the track. and
Hon. Marquis F. King, who died in
the front platform of the car stopped
within two or three inches of the iron Portland Friday, while never a resident
fence
What would have bent if it had of Paris, had a number of relatives and
struck the fence is matter for guessing. many friends and acquaintances here.
It was about two hours before the wheels He was the son of Col. Samuel II. King,
wi re again on the rails.
and a native of Oxford, but his father
moved to Portland when Marquis was
Wednesday afternoon Mr. and Mrs. about ten years of age. During most of
Nor(ieorge F. Millett aud son Lee of
his life he was in the photograph busiway were driving through the village on ness. He had been mayor of Portland.
their w ay to M mot. when they met Mr.
Mr. King was one of the most promiW heeler's automobile, which Stanley
nent Masons in the state, well known to
Wheeler was running, on Fine Str»et.
the members of the fraternity. lie was
The horse was frighteued and took into
much interested in historical matters,
tht- hushes, throwing out the people in
and within a few years had written and
the carriage. Mr. Millett had some ribs
from love of the work,
broken. Mrs. Millett was considerably published, purely
of
au historical work entitled "Annals
shaken up and bruised, and the boy was
several chapters of which have
Oxford,"
D"t much injured.
The horse was not
been published in the Democrat. He
hurt and the carriage but slightly damwas ttU years of age.
.1·

tin

The following is the cast for the drama,
'"Our Folks," which will be presented
at New Hall, under the
auspices of the
Uood Cheer Society, Thursday evening:
Capt Thoiupeon, » relire»I sfelpaMlar,

out:

ïiί'Γ
SE*

....

A. P. Park.
bis son
Ilarold Τ Thayer.
Capt. Simper, a returned Californien
Itarold C. rietcher.
LouW Clark.
Teddy, > U son
Hiram Small, a int'.l owner,
W. C. Thayer
rtill. Cap». Thompson'» inau-of all-work
lH>n»kl Brlgtf*.
rv

Thompson,

Desertion.
Blebee A Parker.
William Carl Ellis vs
lertlort.
Stearns A Gleason.

hompson, "good

a.s

goM,"

....

..........

Swasey.

Annie E. Barchard
Habits of lutoxlcatlob.
Iren to libelant.
A.J. Stearns.

Alice M. Ellis

De-

Uardyne

the

of drugs
Charles Hamlin.
Symonda, Snow, Cook

use

Isaac D. Fuller

Dyer.

Monday

|

Choir.

I

I

·,

to work for C. B. Cummings à Sons as
shipping clerk.
The new officers in the Federation of
Women's Clubs of Norway for the year

are:

President—Mrs. F. A Danforth.
Vice-Près —President* of the several clubs.
Secretary—Mrs. Alice Woodsum.
Treasurer—Mrs. Horace S. Perry.
Auditor—Mrs. J. P. Cullinan.

vs.

The meeting will be

an

all

E. Ruililen.
Marshal—A. J. Stearns.
Favor.
8. D.—lames
J. D.—G. L. Curtis.
S. S.—A.L. Proctor.
J. S.—S. H. Eaton.
Tyler—Thaildeui Cross.
Organist—Dr. H. P. Jones.

Chaplain—Rev. J.

|

]

A Hutchinson.
Flora E. Fuller. Adult-ry.

afternoon a number of men

After the installation a banquet was in
drder and a social hour enjoyed by the
members of the lodge.
J. Woods was before the Municipal
Court this week charged with intoxication. After a hearing he was found guilty
and sentenced to thirty days in Paris

jail.

Rev. C. E. Angell continues very sick
at her rooms in the Abbott Block.

Shepard's

Famous

Moving

Pictures.

naturalized, Judge Emery making
Archie L. Sbepard will prosent his
with regard to
very thorough inquiry
at the Norway
the moral character, peaceable and law- famous moving pictures
Thursday, Oct. 27. The
abiding disposition, and habite ofa Opera House,which
is absolutely new this
prudence of each one. They wereand ! programme,
of men,
season, will embrace living glimpses of
very good appearing body
of many lands. Historic
all who «aw them felt that they would scenic grandeurs
of note from the world at large,
make valuable citizens. The list is as events
incidents from everyday life—dramatic,
followe:
a native of
pathetic, tragic and thrilling, interof
Rumford,
Garneau
A.
Joseph
with sparkling comedy and
spersed
^Csmîïle Carrier of Rumford, a native of Que flights into the realm of the weird and
were

Harrison
Cha». Edwards

......

Following the installation a banquet was
in order at which a social hour was
passed by the company of about fifty.
Beverly Truman is repairing his house.
He has the roof nearly completed and
will soon be housed again.
Walter P. Cullinan has gone to Bemis

Sec -H. D. Smith.

James A. Barchard.
Custody of minor chll-

vs.

May Harmon vs. Harry K. Harmon. Cruel
ind abusive treatment.
Smith.
Lillian M. Benson vs Thomas Ray Benson.
>uel and abusive treatment Custody of minor
:hlldren to libelant.
Smith.
Roscoe J. Child vs. Lottie L. Child. Adultery.
Benson.
Estelle Marie McMillan Stewart vs. Stanloy H.
Stewart. Habits of Intoxication from

Farrar.

An

8.—Eugene E. Andrew·.
8ec.—Geo. E. Tubbs.
Treasurer— Eugene F. Smith.
Chap.—Rev. J. E. Budden.
Onanist—II. P. .Jones.
C. H .—Alton C. Wheeler.
P. S.—L. L. Powers.
R. A. C.—C. E. McArdle.
M. 8 V.—A. L. Proctor.
M. 2 λ*.—W. P. Morton.
M 1 V.—Thomas Smiley.
Stewards—Geo Holmes, L. I. Gilbert.
Finance Committee—II. D. Smith, C. H. Adams
and A.C. T. King.

Prtef J.

l'olteas of

Rumford,

a

native of

a

r.h.b. Harmon
Llndley, l.h.b.
l.h.b. True
Claeon, r.h.b.
f.b. Allen
f.b.
Penfold,
Referee, Walter Gray. Umpire, Hathaway
Linesmen, Briggs and Akers. Timers, Thayei
and Record. Touchdowns, Penfold 2, Llndley 1
Record 1, Charles Merrill 1, Chapman 1, Clasoi
1. Goals, Record 4.
P.

S.

H.

17;

LEAVITT

INSTITUTE

mystical, in all comprising the most
brilliant collection of thrilling and interesting scenes ever presented to an American audience.
Shepard's pictures are
the only ones playing the larger cities
and the best theatre·. The company

and

During the gaine Paris made first
down 18 times, Leavitt Π times. Paris
times
held Leavitt for downs three
and Leavitt hold Paris but once. Neither
side punted.
Paris owes its victory to its team work
rather thap individual play, but perhaps
the fine work of Lindloy and Charles
Merrill should be spoken of.
The line-up is as follows:
LEAVITT INS.

P. U.S.

Sumner, 11.
Chester Merrill,

Strout, c.
Mlllett, r g.
( hurles Merrill,
Chapman, r e.

l.g.
r.t-

re. Irish
r.t. Johnson.
r.g. Varney.
c. Crane.
l.g. Williams
l.t. Brlgc*.
I.e. Hendricks.
q.b., Capt., Morris.
r.h.b. Burdln.
1 h.b. Stevens.
f.b. Blossom.

Biigirs, Capt., q.b.
Llndley, l.h.b.
Clason, r.h.b.
Penfold, f.b.
Referee and umpire, Wilson and Irish. Linesmen, Briggs ami Knlmar. Timers, Cole and
Goodspced. Touchdowns, Llndley 2, Clason 1.
G^als, Record 2. Time of halves, 20 minutes.
The game that Paris had schoduled
for Saturday afternoon with Mechanic
Palls was cancelled by Mechanic Falls on
account of au injury to one of their mon,

"Grand Lecturer F. E. Sleeper of the
Masonic Grand Lodge of Maine has called conventions for instruction in Masonic
work, at Wiscasset, Wednesday, Oct. 20,
and at Lewiston, Wednesday, Nov. 9.
The sessions will open at 10 a.m., and
the forenoon and afternoon will bo deAll
voted to study and instruction.
Master Masons in pood standing are
cordially invited to bo present.

the

quickly

room

tetanus, is caused by

a

bacillus or germ which exists plentifully
in street dirt. It is inactive so long as
exposed to the air, but when carried beneath the skin, as in the wounds causod

caps or by rusty nails,
and when the air is excluded the germ is
roused to activity and producee the most
virulent poison known. These germs
of lockmay be destroyed and all danger
jaw avoided by applying Chamborlain's
Pain Balm freely as soon as the injury
is received. Pain Balm is an antiseptic
and causes cuts, bruises and like injuries
to heal without maturation and in one

by percussion

third the time required by the usual

WRINGERS !
For tub

30ILER that will last

AT MY STORE.

Buy

and

one

WASH

a

lifetime.

Try

One
And See.

enjoy

wood.

sawing

*

bench and

or

F.

Α.

A

snVBTLEFF

F.

CO.

The weather reminds

A

A.

CO.

New Clothes

that the

us

HOT WATER BOTTLE
season
We have

a

large

is at hand.

assortment of these

goods,

new

Fall I Winter.

and fresh,

all this season's make.

quart

2

65

cents to

90

cents.

3 quart 75 cents to $1.00.
EVERY BOTTLE WARRANTED.

buy

Better

There's lots of comfort in them.

one now

Suits, $5 to $15.

of

Overcoats, $7.50 to $17.

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores,
F.

A.

MIIITBTLKFF

A

j ™} Maine.
SOVRTLEFF

A.

F.

CO.

A

IN

91 Main St.*

Pigs

Eight pigs,

sale.

H. M. BERRY,
South Paris.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

»ml bonutifici the Ii»lr.
luxuriant pnwth.
»
Never Pails to Bentoro Gray
Tlalr to It» Youthful Color.
k tmir tilling.
di«n·»»
Cure· »ctlp
ftV.tndjl.WHH DnigRirt»
Clranx»

l'rom <tc·

No Stretch Cotton
Clothes Line.

manufacturers have
been trying to make a white, clean cotton clothes line which would not stretch.
For

generations

They have accomplished it by running
hard fiber through the center of the
line. This fiber cannof stretch and adds

a

to

strength of

CHASE'S

OPTICAL.

line.

10 cents for 50 feet.

VARIETY STORE,

South Paris, Maine.

ΡΚΟΒΛΤΚ NUTICKM.
Γο nil persons Interested In either of the Estate*

"Oh,
"by

say,

the dawn's

THEM TO YOU.

early light,"

intended them

If, however, you

are

experiencing

help you wonderfully.

I

can

furnish

glasses.

SAMUEL RICHARDS,

Top Rubbers,

large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
I have

a

S,

both Duck and Pure Gum.

the

good

time to

buy

them

now

and be

Yours

THE

Toledo Blade!

Stray

A true

ready
truly,

for the first

are

A

snow.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE
Ε. N. SWETT,

BLOCK,

Manager.

F. YV.

NORWAY, MAINE.

FAUNCE, Salesman.

Ladies' Specialty Store.
New Rain Coats, New Winter
Coats, New Children's Coats.
Right.

Prices

SATURDAY, OCT. 29,
nice trades in second
purchase, a small glass dish. With
hand instruments.

Wheeler,

14 and 16 inch top.

12,

10,

$2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.25, $3.50 and $3 75. They
best Rubbers made to wear over Leggins or stockings.

Prices

PRACTICAL OPTICIAN,
South Paris.
6 Pleasant St.,

«■ill!

106*3.

Men's Leather

as

trouble, right glasses will probably
the

Furnisher,

WE HAVE A LARGE LINE OF

but at

be—perfect.

to

F. PLUMMER,

J.

only

Your eyes should be

any hour.
nature

you sec?" Not

can

SELL

TO

IS

CALL AND LET US SHOW

Telephone

Norway, Maine.

eleven weeks old, for

QUALITY,

IN

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

FAVOR, IMSSE""""

for Sale.

CLOTHES—RIGHT

OUR AIM

PRICE.

ONLY RIGHT GOODS.

I have taken the trouble to go to the
market and personally select my stock of
fur robes for this season. I am now
ready to show you some extra good robes
at low prices.

JAMES N.

OF

RIGHT

KIUUT IN STYLE,

FIT,

AND RIGHT IN

The Prices of Fur Robes tell one
story and the quality tells another.

SORT

RIGHT

THE

TION.

FOR

READY FOR YOUR SELEC-

WINTER ARE II ERE,

CO.

OVERCOATS

AND

SUITS

NEW

THE

$eeee<^03^oe^qeqqQeeqaeeQ3<3ràqiBqqqqqqqqqqqqqaqqqqqe»

W. J.

proving

NORWAY, MAINE.

NORWAY, MAINE.

5>Θ·£ΦΡΦΦΡΡΡΡΡΦΦΦΒΡΒΡΡΦΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΒΡΡΦΡΡΡΒΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡ^
HBFRTLEFF

"""^•""•^ίΪΑΟΚβΟΐΙ.

)

and Will Not Shrink.

I* BOTH

This will be guaranteed

NORWAY, MAINE.

copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARS, Register.
property and paying charges.
The'Best Know· Newspaper
THURLOW,
C.
A.
a
Quebec
of Rumford,
°fJo!»tfph°lFleher
Portland,
Monday;
the
Jefferson,
In (be United States.
Paris.
Alfred Chasse of Rumford, a native of New plays
South
Advertisement of Sale of
Bath, Tuesday and Wednesday; Norway,
Collector's
Circulation 171,000.
BFred"vîN'etquoeyof Bethel, a native of Poland. Thursday; Empire theatre, Lowiston,
In Every State.
of Non-Resident Owners.
Lands
Popular
Boston
and
was
Saturday,
business
Bangor,
of
Friday;
While a large amount
FOR SALE.
11%Y
A special
MAINE.
OF
STATE
Sunday.
Boston,
theatre,
six
working days,
transacted during the
in the line of jury school children's matinee will be given
The Toledo Blade Is now installvery little was done
Eight or ten tons of good etock
10 and
In tho town of
were
Unpaid taxes on lands situated
verdicts
ed in its now building, with a modern
Two
placed on at 4 o'clock. Matinee prices are
trials.
tho
sale.
for
for
of
year
Oxford,
35
In
the
and
25
County
hay
at night, 15,
Paris,
record, one in a civil and one in a crimi- 20 cents, and
plant and equipment, and facilities equal
1!M3.
MRS. HIRAM JACKSON,
between New York
nal case, but the one in the civil case cents.
The following list of taxes on real estate of to any publication
Maine.
Parie
Hill,
of
waa given by the jury by instruction
non-resident owners In the town of Paris, and Chicago. It is the only Weekly newsme for collection
to
committed
Falls.
the
1003,
at
Killed
Rumford
for
year
edited expressly for every state and
the judge.
Young Man
re- paper
for salt! town on the 27th day of i.prll, 1D0S,
that 11 territory. The News of the World so arOna state prison sentence of two years
afternoon, the 15th, Iram
Saturday
main unpaid; and notice Is hereby given
Qold Watch Lost.
was imposed, and several jail sentences Klain, 10 years old, a Jewish employe in
said taxes, Interest and charges are not pro ranged that busy people can more easily
taxed as It
then by reading cumbervlously paid, so much of the real estateamount
of a year and less. The amount paid in the International Paper Co. mill at Rumdue comprehend,
Paris
sufficient and necessary to pay tho
: Between South
depot
Loat
of dailies. AU current topkilled.
fines was small.
almost
ford Falls, was
instantly
Including Interest and charga^ will be some columns
therefor,
a Woman's
sold at public auction at New Hall, South Paria, ics made plain in each issue by special
He was wetting down a new felt on the and the Court House,
In
December,
first
the
Monday
on one In said town, on
editorial matter written from inception
New Postmaster.
press roller with a hose, when the nozzle Small Gold Watch bearing
ftt nine o'clock A. M.
down to date. The only paper pnblisbed
was caught in the machine and Klain's side a
the lettera44 A. 1904,
with
been
has
monogram
Robinson
F.
appointSamuel
Ilia
especially for people who do or do not
arms were drawn in with the hose.
on the other side three
and
S;"
W.
ed postmaster at West Peru.
read daily newspapers, and yet thirst for
arms were torn out and his head was
finder will be suitably
struck against the roller so as to break j'ewels. The
plain facts. That this kind of a newspafact that
MOTHERS OP A LIKE hie neck.
MANY
rewarded by returning it to
per is popular, is proven by the
tho Weekly Blade now bas over 170,000
OPINION.
JAMES R. TUCKER,
I
yearly subscribers, and is circulated in
South Paris.
§
Card of Thanks.
Mrs. Pilmer, of Cordova, Iowa, says:
In addition to the
all parts of the U. 8.
»
to
was
children
subject
of
•One
my
i news, the Blade publishes short and
We desire to express our sincere
Jsckson, Lewis L., Capt. Swan farm,
the giving ol
and
a
severe
of
type,
croup
serial stories, and many departments of
Jack-on, Lowls L., Payne land and buildthanks to all friends and neighbors for
VOR SALE.
■
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy promptly, their
lug*,
in
kindness
matter suited to every member of the
of
deeds
and
sympathy
Msxlm, Webster, house lot, Pleasant St.,
always brought relief. Many motheri our recent great sorrow and bereavement.
neu
r family.
three
sale
4
Τ
Only one dollar a year.
for
have
South
I
good
Parle,
in this neighborhood think the same ai
* "<
Write for free specimen copy. Address
Also for the words of comfort spoken milch cows and one nice Jersey Maxim. Webster. Beala land,
I
I do about this remedy and want no
and sung, the beautiful flowers given. heifer caif.
THE BLADE,
other kind for their children. For salt
for their kind
! and to the Odd Fellows
Collector of Taxes of the
CrEO. H. DAVIS,
by Shurtletf Λ Co., South Paris; J one* attendance.
-Town of Paru
Toledo, Ohio.
Drag Store, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore
,1804.
Drift Rock Farm, South Paris.
Mas. Nxllik E. Habdy.
Norway.
v

./·,

kind,

GOOD and TRUE.

AND RANGES.

hereinafter named :
Λ t a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Oct., In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and four. The following matter some
having keen presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Οκυκκκυ:
That notice thereof be given to all persons Into be
terested, by causing a copy of this order
three weeks successively In tho OxI have one Colonial Stylo, mahogany
published
South
at
a
published
newspaper
Democrat,
ford
at a ease, Pease piano, 7i octave, almoet new,
Carls, In said County, that they may ap|>ear
I'robate Court to be hold at Paris, on the for $185.
at 9
third Tuesday of November, A. D. 1904.
Ono walnut case Poole piano, almost
of the clock In the forenoon, and bo heard thorcsee
cause.
If
on
they
new, for $900, worth $250.
EVERETT NEWMAN, late of Dlxùcld. deOne second hand Ivors A Pond piano,
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof walnut
case, for $950, worth $300.
presented by John S. Harlow, the executor
named.
therein
I have a nice oak case organ at RumDANIEL RISREE, late of Canton, deceased; ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
«111 and petition for nrobate thereof and the
great trade.
ippolntment of Ansel G Staples as administrai
Married.
Edwanl
Ono second hand Estey organ at South
or wltli the will annexed presented by
L. liUbee, con.
Paris, almost new, for $55.
Mr.
F.
E.
Barton.
Rev.
Oct.
In Bethel.
17, by
KI EL O. MOULTON, late of Sweden, deOne second hand Worcester organ, 11
Porter E. Swan and Miss Ruby Rand, both of
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
Greenwood.
L. Moulton, one of tho exec- stops, in nice condition, for $45.
presented by Henry
utors therein named.
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
Died.
OUSTAVU8 C. PRATT, late of I'arie, de- octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
ceased ; petition for license to sell ami convey that cost $125, for $05.
real estate presented by Goo A. Wilson, adroluOne second hand square piano, a nice
A.
White,
Mrs.
tstrator.
Oct.
Mary
20,
In South Parle,
for $115, worth $140.
aged β5 \ earn.
MERTON Π. FOX, minor, of I'orter; petition one,
92
Nathan
years,
Oct.
aged
Fogg,
In Paris,
19,
for license to sell and convey real estate preFOR CATALOGUES.
SEND
5 months, 22 days.
N.
Emma
Fox,
guardian.
sented by
In 8outli Paris, Oct. 21, Addison Tlrrell, aged
P. WHITNEY, late of Oxford, de67 years.
GEORGE
In Providence, R. I., Oct. IS, Mrs. Sarah War- ceased; petition for license to sell and convey
69 years.
ren l)ana, formerly of Fryeburg, aged
real estate presented by Walter L. Gray, adIn Pomona, Calif., Sept. 26, Mrs. Ann M., mlnlstrator.
BILLINGS BLOCK,
of
Bethel,
formerly
Woodeum
Mason,
of
widow
GU8TAVUS C. PRATT, late of Paris, de
aged 81 years.
IWnln*.
for an allowance out of porsonal Vnntb Purl*.
In Rumford Falls, Oct. 15, Hiram Klatn, aged ceased ; petition
estate presented by Sarah T. Pratt, widow.
19 years.
In East Bethel, Oct. 12. Andrew I'earc.
delate
of
Norway,
ANDREW J. MILLS,
of
In East Hiram, Oct. 11, Mary Α., widow
ceased; third account presented for allowance
5 months.
Terley Rankin, aged 86 years,
86 by Eugene F. Smith, trustee.
AMERICA'S GREATEST WEEKLY
In Norway, Oct. 15. B. C. A. Plngree, aged
davs.
LUCY A.TURNER, late of Hebron, deceased ;
years, S raontha. S
or.
In Denmark, Frank True, aged 54 years.
final a -count for allows nee and petition for
In Denmark, Oct. 16, Anna Gray, aged 65 dor to distribute balance remaining In his hands,
years.
presented by Walter L. Gray, administrator.
#
In Sumner. Sept., Charles Bradeen.
ELIZABETH M. BARRETT, late of Sumner,
In I.ovell, Oct. 17, Mm. Henry W. Kcnlston,
for
account
final
and
first
presented
deceased
;
aged 49 years.
allowance by Selden G. Barrett, administrator.
MONROE BOYNTON, late of Hiram, deceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
Heifer.
remaining in his hands, presented by John B.
TOLEDO, OHIO.
Pike, administrator.
Came into my enclosure Oct. S
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
said
of
Court.
Judge
have same by
Owner

may

or ANY

HARDWARE, STOVES,

NORWAY, MAINE.

CAUSE OF LOCIUAW.
or

Yellow,

They will warm
ind cheaply.

Good, Solid, Convenient

ATKINS SAW

door.

top and

WILL WEAR.

AN

WM. C. LEAVITT1 m. C. LEAVITT WM. C. LEAVITT m. C. LEAVITT

Masonic Conventions of Instruction.

Lockjaw,

steel body,

May Be GOOD,

0.

one.

Record,I.e.

a

KILL KEEP FIDE ALL NIGHT.

CARRIAGE PAINT.

After three unsuccessful attempts t<
play, Paris High and Leavitt Institute
got together Saturday forenoon and
played the first game that Leavitt evei
played in this place. The game was bv
far the most interesting of any played
here this season, more so than the score
would indicate.
Leavitt, although
heavier than Paris, was unable to scorc,
although it had a fine opportunity to do
so in the first few minutes of play.
The game started by Leavitt kicking
off to Paris. Paris made one good gain
and then lost the ball on a fumble.
Leavitt took the ball and made first down
three times; the last time they were
within Paris' five yard line. Hero Paris
braoed, and in three more downs Leavitt
was able to gain only about one yard.
From here Paris carried the ball twothirds the distance of the field, only to
lose it again on a fumble. Leavitt made
a few good gains and then fumbled,
Paris securing the ball, and after a few
short gains Lindley went around Leavitt's right end for a run of about 25
yards and a touchdown. Record kickcd
the goal. Neither side was able to score
again in this half, and it ended with
Paris β points in the lead.
The second half was harder fought
than the first, but Paris was able to
cross Leavitt's goal lino twice in this half,
Lindloy making the first touchdown on
a fine 50-yard run, and C'lason making
tlie second after Paris had carried the
ball to within two yards of Leavitt's
line. Record kicked one goal and lost

It is for sale by Shurtleff &
one with dinner at the hall at noon. treatment.
Mrs. V. M. Whitman after a few weeks' Co., South Paris; Jones Drugstore, Oxvisit with her people returned to her ford; Noyes Drugstore, Norway.
Lynn home Thursday.
A. L. F. Pike attended the annual
Born.
eeesioD^of I. O. O. F. at Bangor during
the week. Mr. Pike is a Past Grand
In Saco, Oct. 17, to the wife of It. C. Clark, »
Master of Maine Grand Lodge.
eon (Wendell Klmbcll).
Harry S. Newcombe has returned to
In Buckfleld, Oct. 3, to the wife of F. W. Wartown and is at work for Foster in his old ren, a eon.
In Norway, <>ct. 15, to tho wife of Walter U.
were pleased
friends
Hie
many
place.
Field, a eon (Walter Lawrence).
to welcome him back.
In Denmark, Oct. 4, to the wife of William
At the regular meeting of Oxford Freeman, a son.
Oct. 1", to tho wife of Chae. P.
Lodge, No. 18, F. and A. M., Friday In Norway,
a eon.
evening, Past Master Geo. W. Holmes Barnes,
In North Waterford, Oct. 15, to the wife of B.
installed the following officers for the W Rice, a son.
In Kezar Falls, Oct. 14, to the wife of Shorman
ensuing year:
Stanley, a son.
W. M.—Charles P. Barnes.
In South Parts, Oct. 18, to the wife of F. S.
8. W.—H. F. Andrews.
Jackson, a daughter.
J. W.-H. R. Karris.
In Brownllelu, Oct., to tho wife of Leslie Poor,
Treae.—L. M. Smith.
a eon.

^Charles A. Bujold of Rumford, native of
υ. Κ. Clifford.
I QUlric Meteyler of Rumford.a native of Quebec.
Geo. Hammond.
native
N.rannenler of Woodstock,
H. I>. Hammond.
Joseph
Al) Parknative of

noon

H. P.—Albert J. Stearns.
K.—Charles P. Barnes.

day

Nellie M. Conaut vs. Alberto. Conant. Habits
>f intoxication. Custody of minor children to
nother.
Stearns A Gleaeon.
Martha J. Wyman vs. William F. Wyman·
îruel and abusive treatment.
Stearns A Gleaeon.
Osca M. Chllds vs. Clarence ChlUls. Desertion.
Swasev.
Edna H. Tracey vs. Herbert F. Tracey. Cruel
tnd abusive treatment.

Question : How shall we dispose of our apples?
Opened by Howard Swan.
κ»»» '-τ.
8.K.KI.,.

----

Geo. W. Holmes, viz.:

of Oxford.

«rtlon.
Herrlck A Park.
Susan Κ Bryant vs. Charles II. Bryant. Habite
>f Intoxication.
Hazen. Holt A Barnes.
I.lbby.
Charles O. l'eare vs. Julia A. Feare. De
lertlon.
Illebee A Parker.
Annie A. Burgess vs. Charles L. Burgess.

accident occurred Friday afterin the street in front of the Grand
Mrs Fred McArdle.
Trunk station. Among the passengers
'ir·^ Sleeper, "hoping ajtatnei hope"
Mre. A. D. Park. on the street car at the 4 o'clock trip
.,
who
SWeper, "the tomboy"
was Dr. A. I. Harvey of Lewiston,
Mrs Κ Ν. Anderson
on professional
to
been
Norway
• lu 'U.h
bad
"tull
of complati t»,"
Prime,
home. He
Mrs. John Burbank
business and was returning
et»
the
silly Wk, "ilipstao·! but wtllluif."
off the car and started across
got
VI-· Iva Mc\rdle
Tribou
street to the station when Capt.
Dr.
home.
A great variety of costumes
was came along driving toward
and the
brought out by the husking bee at Goo<i Harvey and the team collided,
heer Hall Thursday evening, whict team struck Dr. Harvey and knocked
him along the road
was well attended
by the young people him down, rolled
He was
Smie of the rigs were "Rubes" in th< some ways and ran over him.
'u'l sense of the term, some were merelj badly shaken up and bruised, but was
go into the
fantastic, while some of the youoj able to get up at oace and immediately
ladies looked as if they hail steppet i I station.
Capt. Tribou
fight down out of a daguerreotype ο drove down town and got Dr. Woodbury
such
several decades back. The first pria and took him to the station, where
for costume was awarded to HaroU attention was given to Dr. Harvev'iinae before
Fletcher, who was a Kube trom Way juries as was possible in the
returned
back, and the second to Samautha Allei the train left on which he
but he
Howard W.j Shaw, who played th< home. No bones were broken,
shaken
up,
piano. A husking contest and the usua was of course a great deal
where
order of sociable games, to piano music and his head was cut and bruised
He
is
it.
reported to
made up the evening's programme, t« •ι the wheels struck
gether with an incessant racket ο [ be confined in bed, with the prospec
before he n
that it will be several day·
tongues and feet which would beat
out
fashionable reception.
..

Mrs. I

was

A delegation of something like thirty
members of Harry Rust Post, G. A. R.,
visited T. A. Roberts Post, G. A. R., at
In Friday's gale a section of the roof
Oxford Saturday. They were well en.
of Frank Penley's barn, about β χ 15
tertained and report a most pleasant
feet, was blown off, besides other damage
outing.
to the barn.
Abram Klain, whose son was killed at
Rumford Falls Saturday night, is a
Supreme Judicial Court.
brother of Morris Klain, and was visiting
him at the time of the accident.
OCTOBKR TKRM, 1904.
The new boiler and radiators at the
Lucilius A. Emery,
Justice Presiding. Old Ladies' Hume are in excellent workCharles F. Whitman,
Clerk. ing condition. Mr. Longley reports the
most satisfacCecil Clay,
Stenographer. new heating arrangementsradiators
in all.
Ellery C. Park,
County Attorney. tory. There are fifteen
The supper and entertainment at ConSheriff.
Edgar L. Flint,
Jailer. cert Hall Wednesday evening for the
James R. Tucker,
Crier* benefit of the home was a most successII. E. Hammond,
Librarian. ful affair. About SaO persons attended
Walter L. Gray,
were very
W. A. Barrows,
Messenger. the supper. The box sales
The business remaining for the court satisfactory in a financial way. The
a
of
piano solo
last week was disposed of quite rapidly, entertainment consisted
the sessions of Monday opening at 9 by Izah Pike, songs by Master Penfold
All the of South Paris, song by F. E. Town,
and closing at 7 P. m.
A. m.
banjo solo by A.
hearings were completed on Monday, ! readings by Miss Town,
and
ind a session to close jap the term's1 Levallie and duet by Mrs. Bradbury
The home will be nearly
»flairs was opened at 8:30 Tuesday morn-: Mrs. Smiley.
1
This took only a little more than one hundred dollars richer.
ng.
On Monday Norway station sold eightiialf an hour, and soon after 0 the final
and six for St.
idjournment was made. Judge Emery een tickets "for Boston
Louis. Mr. and Mrs. Geo. I. Cummings
itarted for home on the 9:30 train.
and Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Cummings were
TWENTY-SIX DIVORCKS.
among those who started for the fair
Monday was principally devoted to Monday. They will bev gone about ten
livorces, and they were turned off with days.
Mrs. Frank Bell of Portland is stoptpeed. The total for the term was
wenty-six, and they are as follows, in- ping with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. .J.
0. Crooker, for a few days.
:luding a few reported last week:
Dr. narry Nevers, who will locate at
Saille L. Sliver v». Charle* K. Silver. Cruel
( tn<t abusive treatment.% Cuxtody of minor chllMo., visited his parents, Mr.
1 Iren to libelant.
i Bingham,
and Mrs. A. J. Nevers, a few days.
Benson.
Dyer
j
Mrs. Miriam Libby had a severe shock
Monday evening. She was on the street
tdultery.
Benson.
friends during the day. Capt.
with
Ellen Λ. Harlow vs. James M. Harlow. Habits
Bisbee is with her.
Wright
«f Intoxication.
I
Ou Wednesday, uct. ζυιη, uio mines ui
Foster A Hersey.
Brldgham.
the Congregational society will give a
Katie Mac Draper vs. Eilwln S. Draper. De
i harvest dinner and supper A the veetry.
«rtlon.
Walkors.
It will be the dinner and supper and the
Λ iinli* L. Parker vs John C. Parker. Deser- attendance will be large because of the
Ion. Custodv of minor children to libelant.
abundance of good things to eat.
Wright * Wheeler.
Mrs. Eliza Frost and Mrs. Adna Keene
Gilbert W.Tllton ve. Sadlo K. Tllton. Cruel
attended the annual session of the Roiml abuMve treatment.
Brldgliam.
Wright A Wheeler.
bckali Assembly of Maine held at BanTrias M. Beckler ve. Clarice E. Bentley, alias gor this week.
; la rice E. Gruver. Marriage annulled for llle·.
Lake Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood,
ralliy
will give an oyster supper at G. A. K.
Wright A Wheeler.
Oct. 25, at 0:30.
Mary A Judklns vs. Nelson F. Judklns. De- Ilall Tuesday evening,
•e rtlon.
It is reported that E. C. Tarr, for
Wright A Wheeler.
some years connected with the Norway
Llnnle A. Bailey ve. George F. Bailey. Cruel shoe business of B. F.
Spinney & Co.,
ind abusive treatment.
has accepted a position with A. F. Smith
Wright A Wheeler.
Gertru le M. Welle ve. Frank W. Wells. Cruel Co. in Lynn.
ind abusive treatment. Custo ly of mluor child
A. S. Kimball, Grand Representative
ο mother.
and Past Grand Master of the 1. O. O. F.
I
Hastings.
Grand Lodge of Maine, attended the
Grace E. Bean vs. Lemuel E. Bean. Desertion.
annual convention of the order of I. O.
,'uetodv of minor children to libelant.
O. F. at Bangor this weok.
Hustings.
On Oct. 29th the members of Ilarry
Ada M. Arm*trong va. Leonard E. Armstrong.
Custody of minor Rust Post, G. A. R., will entertain Wra.
Habite of Intoxication.
•hlldren to libelant.
K. Kimball Post and Corps of South
Herrlck A Park.
A. Roberts Post and Corps
Mabel E. Jacques vs. Bumham Jacques. De Paris and T.

a

..."

held at Masonic Hall,
The following
officers were elected and installed by M.
E., H. D. Smith assisted by P. Π. P.,

ter, No. 29,

Wednesday evening.

DISTRICT.

Choir

■ionir

Qc

A number of the theatre-goers of the
place attended the production of "The
Middlemau" at Norway, Saturday evening, and are unanimous in their praise of
the performance. The Middleman is a
powerful play, a little too harrowing,
perhaps, for many theatre-goers, but
giving great opportunity for the talents
of Louis J. Russell, tbe young actor who
plays the leading part of Cyrus Blenkarn. Mr. Russell was given the unusual tribute of several curtain calls.
The support was very good, although
some of the company failed to come
fully up to the possibilities of their
roles. The house was
much
thin,
smaller than it should have been for the
best acting these towns have seen in
many months.
ΜΟΓΝΤΑΙΝ

aged.

Anniversary Day of Paris Grange has
Work on the sewer, which is being
been
postponed to Nov. 12th. Nov. 5th
in
is
W.
A.
&
Walker
put
Son,
by
probe observed as Brothers' Day. The
gressing well. They began at the will
the chairs, ae folriver and are working toward the brothers will occupy
Square. The sewer discharges into the lows:
ttwkr-W. E. Twltcholl.
river below the mill of S. P. Maxim Λ
iverseer—l.con Krwk#.
Son. In order to get into the deep
Lecturer—Ο. K. Clifford.
water from the street, it was necessary
Steward—Howard Swan.
Assistant Steward—W. S. starblrd.
to go between the mill and the house of
Chaplain—L. S. Swan.
W. 1'. Maxim, and in exchange for the
Treasurer—'..'handler Swift.
right to cross this land, Mr. Maxim is
Secretary—C has. Edwards.
«ate keeper—Ceo. Boutelle.
given the right to euter the sewer.
Cere*— Porter Steam·.
After reaching the street, the sewer is
Klora—Harrison Karrar.
• laid directly
Pomona—tieo. Chapman.
tip the middle of the roadL Assistant— II. l>. Hammond.
A tifteen-inch galvanized Portway.
1». Park.
Chorister—A.
land tile is used. The appropriation
Librarian—S. M. Kin*.
will carry it from the river to a point
The following programme will be carried
about in front of the Bene; house.

English'1

at the Methodist church, is the
talented pastor of the First Baptist
church of Portland. All students will
profit by hearing him, and every one will
enjoy his lecture. Hon. W. W. Stetson
will lecture Wednesday evening on
"Literature."
Many teachers in the
vicinity desire to hear him.

—

»

"England

to-night

The Hussey meat market business has
M.—Paris Lodge, No. 94. Keeulai been
t
purchased by A. K. Jackson and
before full moon
I
!.iy evening on or
m·. li
Theodore Thayer, who will open up
Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet
ί.,ι. ». e
cvcnl'.g oi each week—Aurora
Tuesday morning with a full stock of
-t .iiid t:drd Mouday evening!
meats and vegetables.
ofca· h month.
So.
Hebekah
I-odge,
M ait Pleasant
i;
l>
Advertised letters in South Paris post
..oi'd and fourth Friday β or each
,·,
j,
"M Kellows' Hall.
office Oct. 24th:
ε una '.·■·■
meet?
K W. K. Kimball Post. No. 148,
ι,. \
MI ah M.trjcrct Knocb, 2.
tilr·I Saturday evenings of each
ir-t
Mr. A. G IHin&kl
K. llall.
m ath, tu ti. A.
Mr. Henry Cumminge.
meets first
Kellef
Corps
Kimball
Κ
\\
in
each
of
month,
ih!r Saturday evenings
»·
The supper and entertainment of the
Κ tef >- orpa Hall.
-Paris (..range, from May 1 to Oct. 1, Bachelor Maids at Norway Wednesday
the
Saturdayduring
1
tlitrd
:tti·
ti'-t
τι·:evening, for the benefit of the Home for
·tl < vear, meets every Saturday, in
η
Aged Women, drew a good patronage
ti range Hall.
of from this
Mondays
·> b. C —Second an>l fourth
Γ.
place.
Λ \

meeting

upon China were read and discussed.
Tbe home society meets with Mrs. Ivy
Morton next Friday at 2:30 p. m.
All

Universalist Sunday School,
Sunday, one member handed in a dollar interested are cordially invited.
for a birthday offering, saying it was
Rev. Bowley Green, who delivers his
worth a dollar to be sixty years old.
lecture on
and the
In

Kvcnlng service,;

t

at

1

Wagon Blue, Black,,

■

$15.00

have

Large

prove it.

me

Costs for 25 inch,

22

Cast Iron top and bottom,

Best,

Is the

$ia.oc

They

price.

Harrison Pure White Lead

K

>

same

inch,

Costs for

Wash Tubs

TRUE,

Be

A NEW Saw

Wood Heater,

OR

For the

M«y

HOWES PRINCESS

Gallon,

One Dollar per

only

GALVANIZED

An OLD Saw

THE

BARN

YOUR

0.

we

Don't

dish.

Saturday only.
ing stamps.

forget

every $5.00
the present.

purchase,

a

large glass

Ask for the green trad-

M. IjUNT

L.
Telephone

Up-to-Date Styles.

shall give FREE with every $1.00

136 Main

18-4.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Τ»· KlBd You Han Alwajs Bought

»«

St., Norway.

/"""

/J*

BLUE 8TORES.

The Change of Seasons
Makes it necessary for

clothing.

different

IT'S

WINTER

OVERCOATS

I

NOW

want to interest you Men
and Boys in. There is a difference
in overcoats. Ours are made by the

that

we

best manufacturers in the country.
These makers have a distinct style of
their own that is very attractive. In
this section we are agents and you

will find

ONLY AT OUR
STORES

A. B. KIRSCHBAUM & CO.,
Β

f

KUPPENHEIMER & CO.,
S. W. KORN SONS &

TH0MPS01™^J«^Λο.
/..%V

makes of Overcoats

at

$10.00

to

$

Λ*

1

m

Reefer as much as
Don't forget your boy.
line of The Widow Jéneo and Tailor*'
a
you. We have large
him and your pocket book.
Triumph makes that will perfectly satisfy
He needs

$3.00 to $10.00.

an

Overcoat

or

F. H. NOYES CO.,

DTH

)

I

Couldn't Lift Ten Pounds.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Doan's Kidney Pflto Brought Strength
and Health to the Sufferer, Making Him Feel Twenty-Five

—

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

and clean

patterns

Years Younger.
Sick kidneys cause a week, lame or
achiug back, and a weak back make·
Can't be well and strong
a wt'uk man.
until the kidneys are cured. Treat them
testimony of one man cured.

J. B. Corton,
farmer and lumberman, of
Deppe, N. O.,
saye

ed

Chas. F. Ri<
Sts.,1

BO YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

sketch urnl deacrtpilon

mi>

Αητοηβ sending
free whether ai>
quickly ascertain our opinion
item able. Communie»·
invent t,»i ι» probably
tloii-mtncilroiiiUiJf'itl.il. Handbook on l'aient*

constantly quoted

ride a long distance and feel just
as strung as I did twenty-five years ago.
I think so much of Doan's Kidney Pills
that I have given a supply of the remedy
to souie of my neighbors and they have
also found good results. If you can sift
anything from this rambling note that
will be of any service to you, or to any
or

kidney trouble^ you
so."
A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney

OMeet aitirrwjr iorn-ourii:^ patents.
one suffering from
1
Pillent· take'i thn>utcb Muuu Λ Co. receive
are at liberty to do
fi Oc', wit h· 'Ut chante. iu the

qx'uii

Scientific American.

largest rtrTerm·. S3 ·
culatum of any actentlOc 1·>urnal.
newndeaiera.
year: four tuoutha, IL doldbyall

A hundsomelr :ilu«trat*l weekly.

Mew Tort
SUNMiCo.3618^·
«» V SU. Washington. D. G.
Branch «.'fflcw.

medicine which cured Mr. Corton will be
mailed on application to any part of the
Address Foeter-Milburn
United States.
Co.. liuffalo. X. Y. Sold by &11 dealers;
price, fifty cents per box.

Risers
Early
Winchester,
^

^

THE FAMOUS UTTIE FILLS.

For quick relief from Biliousness,
Sick Headache, Torpid Liver, Jaun-

HEADQUARTERS FOR

dice, Dizziness, and all troubles arising from an inactive or sluggish liver.
De Witt's Little Early Risers are un-

to recovery.
Unlet» the patient is critically ill, rethe services of a trained nurse,
I.—Three words In which the last live quiring
has en..

the earnest-minded woman who
letters are the same: 1. To make a deavored to fit herself
by the etudy of a
eran
to
flounder
about;
great mistake;
few simple rules for the task of homeTo
3.
ror. 2. A natural phenomenon.
nursing finds to her joy that the observ-1
ance of these rules, combined with tact
separate, to divide, to part.

:tlO.—Charade.
My riKST Is a public notice. My secMy whole is a
ond is a girl's name.
tropical fruit.
No.

No. 311.—1'roflrreaalve Enlarma.
The little 1-2-3 : et lire to the curtain
after the room was 4-0-0-7-8. We found
it much 1-2-3-1-5-0-7-8 by the catastro-

phe.
312.—Ships.
Brave ships there are u-salllng;
One stretches over miles;
One's found In church on Sunday;
No.

equalled.
They act promptly and never gripe.
They are so dainty that it Is a pleasure
to take them. One to two act as a
mild laxative ; two or four act as a
pleasant and effective cathartic. They
are

purely vegetable and absolutely
They tonic the liver.

harmless.

ntirARIO ONLY BY

E. C* DeWitt & Co., Chlcs^o

and]

Records, Blanks, Horns,
Supplies.

Ν. H.

Catalogues

Sold

A cum plete

—

—

Business
Directory
or

THE

485 town· &n<t BO oltloai
ZN
(At the Price of s Single City Directory)

Progressive

A

History

OF THE

STATE OF MAINE.
PR1C£, POSTPAID «ίΙ.ΟΟ.

;/j i&i

^ovtPou!».

QRENVILLE M. DONHAM
X>ul>llalier,

cBatuicr.

Cougrcaa St., opp. City Building,
POKTLAM) MAIXE.

:IOO

EDUCATION

BUSINESS

hae ma«le thousands of young people
8UCCB 8SFUL·;

the lack of tt ha<i made many more,

«3.U0.
England Directory, price #7.30.

FAIIjURBB

,

edition,

New

Why belong to the latter class when a few
month*' etmly will place you tn the former? Our
catalogue may al«l you In deciding. Write for tt.

F. L. ΚΗΛΗ

CONSTANTLY IN STOCK FOR SALE.
(paper),

Nevr Hampshire and Vermont Registers
•25 cents each.
Max^achueetts Year Book, enlarged

Pres.

•CSS'· Early Risers

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,

The famous little pUto.

Telephone Connection.

NORWAY.

CAUSE OF RHEUMATISM

of improper eating and
Ad eminent physician says: "That rheumatism Is the direct result
of all kinds and living on
made absolutely cured by leaving out of your dietary. animal foods
and cereal foods will cure the
cereals, fruits, nuts and vegetable·. A diet consisting of milk
animal foods, cannot escape it.
most acute form of Kheumatism. while those who live mainly on

WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

FOOD

MV *ionaUT4

Dr. Price, the

creator

of Dr. Price's Cream

Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extracts.

tree to any address.
A oook book containing 76 «iMltont receipts 1er using Mm Food malM

CEREAL FOOD COMPANY, Chicago,

* PRICE

III.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE)
In any

quantity
LOTS

LOAD

CAR

A

desired.

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

HAVE
^rback

Extra*

1

1

(ooking-Ranges
BECAUSE OP

THE

Damper (patented)
CC
confusion

which prevents the diffi-

OVCB with asbestos-lined back and heat·

saving càp-j
«-joint flues ;
Improved Lock-Ash Grata,
and saves fuel ;

which makes

Removable Nickel ILafe, which
of

blacking ;

save

a

better ftre

half the trouble

Together with the Simmering Com, extra large Ash Pan, etc., etc.
It than i* ma agamt im your towa we will aaaé m
"Crawtori" om M day*' triai.

WALKEI A PUTT MRL

Oh. gray j»eg—A description of the
earth and of its several countries.
Bear celt—An ornament worn by ladles.
Evil toad—A Joiut in woodwork.
No.

315.—Sliced Words.

Slice a shooting star into to measure
and either.
Slice a whim Into a head covering
and au edible seed.
Slice oue who escorts you to a seat in
church into two personal pronouns.
Slice an aromatic herb into two personal pronouns.
Didn't Like the Job.
A washerwoiuuu applied for help to
a gentlemau, who gave her a note to
the manager of a certain club. It read
as

follows:

Dear Mr. X.—This woman wants washing.
Very shortly the answer caine back:

Dear Sir—I dare say
don't fancy the Job.

she

does,

but

I

Improvement.
Opportunity
A patient in a hospital had tu be fed
on a dally diet of enu and port wine.
His physician asked him how he liked It.
"It would be all right, doctor," he
nald, "if the tvg was as new as the port
and the port as old as the egg."
For

It Ananrra the Pnrpoae.

Parkes— How is your auto getting on?
Lane—Not at all. But I have made so
many repairs on It that my system is

full of oil. and I walk easier.—Life.

The Sin of Ominalon.
A Bunday school scholar defined "a
"sin of omission" as "one of them sins
which ain't beeu committed yet, but
ought to be."

Key to the Puasler.
Να 297.
Subtractions: L-anguish.
V-eteh. D-raft. M-arrow. C-lose. C-ash.
L-oft. D-ark.
No. 298.—Crossword: Rainbow.
No. 299.—Anagram Story: America.
Ira came. I race ma. I camera. 1 am
care. A crime a. Are mica. A cream I.
—

COL, 31-35 IWm Stmt, Bntia, Hut

pere.
1.

SURRENDER

sHarpnr SB
SLAUGHTER
«
Ν
Ν
I
Κ
I
C Κ
8
A
M
Ρ
I
S S I V Κ
DXCOM
Ρ Ο 8 Κ
Τ
S Ε Η
Ε « »
PR
Ε R S
β
Ν
81
Ε
D
CANDI Ο Α Τ Ε 2·

Familiar Proverb: "A
watched pot never bolls."
No. 304.—Word Square: 1. Dawn. Ί
No. 303.

—

A

and sympathy, will frequently avert a 1
Τ bat I
most unhappy state of affairs.
love lends a charm to every word and
act in the sick-room seems indeed a trite ι
remark, but in addition to that love
which is the mainspring of sympathy, 1
the caretaker must possess both calmIIow to anticipate I battle-field.—Leslie's Weekly.
ness and self-control.
the patient's wants, how to move about
The Worship of Success.
noiselessly, how to change the bed-linen
It is of supreme interest to note that
with as little disturbance as poesible, are
matters which are only learned by dili- the Archbishop of Canterbury, in his
and
observation
gent
painstaking. 1 visit to this country, has discovered the
Tri ties make or mar the comfort of the most glaring defect of American civilizainvalid, and it is by giving to these trifles tion—that worship of success, which aldue consideration that one's success as a I moet blinds our eyes to the methods by
attained. When to
nurse
is
urge I which success may be won.
In his sermon in Trinity Church, at
obedience 3nd when to give way, when
to speak and when to be silent, or to re-1 the head of Wall Street, the Archbishop
ceive unjust reproaches without resent- eaid: "In no surroundings which I have
ment may seem but insignificant things ever known, in no city which I have ever
of which to speak, and yet they are seen in any of the world's continents,
relatively as important as the proper l have life's activities seemed to whirr and
noting of symptoms or the careful prepa-1 buzz so restlessly as here. And then
How easily in all
this thought comes:
ration of nourishing food.
There are few women who are noil the tossing of these rapids must the
called upon sometime during their lives weaker sort of folk be submerged and
to care for a sick or suffering member go out of sight and out of thought. How
of their own households. In such an easily too, may strong people slide into a
in
emergency it is well to bear in mind the complacent way of regarding success
following rules:
I the energies and activities of life as the
Be neither nervously apprehensive nor I one thing which really matters and
The weak to the
studiously indifferent.
; counts. Vae victis!
Do not shake the bed nor fidget near I wall. That temptation is, of course,
not peculiar to this bright and busy
Do not wear a rustling dress or squeaky I land. But it is here so obvious as to
make it to a visitor a recurrent thought."
The Archbishop has done us a kindgentle in voice and manner and
ness in uttering these words, a greater
cheerful in spirit.
outside
or
the
in
indeed than perhaps he himkindness
room,
Say nothing
the door, which you do not wish your I self imagines, for he may not know the
vast significance of what he said. That
patient to bear.
Do not joke with the patient; when one of the Archbishop's high official and
sick wo become like children, more sen-1 intellectual distinction in a visit to this
sitive than in health.
country should have noted the peculiar
Do not disturb the invalid with solicit- danger of the active, intense life of
ous questions; in fact, ask none that arel American cities, and in our most noted
not absolutely necessary.
church, almost within sound of the
Do not read aloud too much, as the I Stock Exchange, should have warned us
effort of listening is fatiguing.
against regarding success as the one
Do not awaken a sleeping patient, not I thing that really counts, is very imeven to give a dose of medicine, except l pressive.—Wall Street Journal.
in extreme cases.
If the patient is critically ill, admit
Considerate Host.
neither flowers nor visitors to the sickChamberlain's list of jokes inJoseph
room.
Contrary to the usually accepted cludes this one on himself:
theory, these well-meant attentions an-1 On one occasion he was invited to
noy the sick and do no good.
Liverpool to make a speech. It was to
On the other hand, let gifts of
I be a great celebration. The mayor, who
and friendly visits be reserved for bright- was to
preside at the meeting, had arening the tedium of convalescence.
a fine dinner for the guest of
ranged
Do not talk religion unless the invalid honor. A
distinguished assembly surbroaches the subject, and then never in- rounded the table, and at the right of
ι
the
If
views.
own
trude your
personal
the host sat Mr. Chamberlain. For a
patient has a fighting chance for life ar- couple of hours the company chatted
and
do
not
may
gumentative topics
help
over their food, and finally the coffee
hinder recovery. Nature is merciful as I was served. It was at this juncture that
death approaches, and the sick one I the
mayor leaned over and whispered
generally lapses into unconsciousness to Mr. Chamberlain :
before descending into the valley of the
"Your excellency, shall we let the
shadow. As Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes crowd
enjoy itself a while longer, or had
says; "Nature administers the black we better have your speech?"—Reliodrop before the end."
ι hntli Sundav Herald.
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with a sign which

QulcU) Cured

8ICK-ROOM.

SAT

ON

BLADE OF
THOUGHT.

A

ORASS

AMD

keep oft' the grass. This is my home,
md 1 am not able to climb trees or
live in the water.
"But there's that sign," he added;
•what am 1 to do about that? I supuse it in some
| ose the best thing Is to
from worry
ι.-ay to keep the butterflies
i ig me any more."
So off he went to a paint shop and
brush. Then
|.>t a bucket of paint and a
i.e returned to the lleld where the sign
itood. and at the bottom of it he paintMl these words, "Hopper's Flowers."
And now the sign was altogether different, for it read:
KEEP OFF
THE

GRASSHOPPERS FLOWERS.
When the butterflies came along that
and saw
way and read the new sign
llr. Grasshopper marching about the
field with a big club in his hands they
decided that it would not be wise for

I

Ihern to stay around there any longer,
mid they had to go to another meadow
to find flowers to feed upon.—Pittsburg

dispatch.

Baiidftm.
Gifts to infants un their baptism are
of ancient origin. Formerly the sponsors generally offered gilt spoons to the
Gift· at

child. These spoons were called apostle
spoons, because the figures of the
twelve apostles were carved at the top
of the bundles. Hlch sponsors guve the
Bet of twelve, while for those
who were not so opulent four wus considered the proper number, and poor
sponsors wdlild content themselves
In the latter caso
with offering one.
the handle of the spoon generally exhibited the figure of any saint in honor

complete

of whom the cnlld received its name.
It is in allusion to tills custom that,
when Cranmer professes himself to be
unworthy of being sponsor to the young
makes the king
princess,

reply:

l^akespeare

"Come, come, my lord, you'd spare your
epoons."
The mug or spoon aud fork offering

of the present day appears as a very
debased survival of a really beautiful
christenlug offering.—Westminster Ite-

—

__

Treasurer's Office,
South Parle, Maine, Oct. P, 1!»H.
The following (let containing the aggregate
amount of coete allowed In each criminal caac as
audited at the May ami September terms of the
County Commissioners' Court and specifying the
court or magistrate that allowed the same awl before whom the case originated la published In
compliance with theprovlslons of Section 13 of
137 of the Revised Statutes of the State
Countv

Chapter
Maine.
of

RFFORF. RUMFOIUI FALLS MUNICIPAL COURT,
υ. WILLARD JOHNSON, JUUOK.
$ 49.15
State vt. Intox, liquor, l'J cases,
.11 M
Intox. Itquor, 10 cases
6 99
Omer Gray
8 40
Stolen Goods
8 25
Joe Sleancy,
6
79
John Tlbault
10 90
Jacob Charlton
65
10
George Curran,
10 no
Bert Andrews,
13 79
Otis Andrews,
13 79
James Hlgglns,
0 38
intox, liquor
8 «12
i.haa. Dunham,
7 07
Wm. McCarthy
1100
Louis May
9 78
1'atrick Ilaggcrty,
9 00
Henry Tlbbetts,
9 75
John Murphy,
7 67
John Murphy
8 50
Thou. McCarthy,
24 59
Chai. Hirer h
8 50
11m. Houlihan,
19 34
John Judge
7 42
K.F.Colby
8 75
JoeTlbcault
1102
Frank Herran,
11 31
Intox, liquor, 3 caees
71 70
Intox, liquor, 8 cases
7 78
Intox, liquor, 2 cases
8 04
F. Week*
04
8
74
cases
Intox, liquor,
17 48
Intox, liquor, 2 cases
* 1<>
Intox, liquor,
8 73
Intox.liquor
15 15
Wm Noonan et liquor
17
14
Shalon
II 14
Pete Woods,
7 60
Bert Andrews,
8 91
Pete Woods
15 08
lntox. liquor, 4 cases
25 55
Intox, liquor,7 cases,
195 78
Intox, liquor, 22 cases
204 03
Intox, liquor, 23 cases,
9 Ου
Intox, liquor
8 73
Intox, liquor
9 11
Intox, liquor
11 39
Intox, liquor
6 67
John Brown,
6 67
Win. Hamilton,
9 79
John Manson,
8 10
D. Stanley Jackson,
667
John Stewart
6 92
Chas. O'Brien,
6
9i
Mike Golden,
6 07
Wm. McDonald
1019
James Smith
6 92
Lara Moy
9 7·»
Joe Monroe
7 91
Pat Tooney,
8 00
Harrv nawes,
7 66
Joe Monroe,
7 91
Barney Marshall,
11 68
Aille Downs
6 65
Alphonse Benard,
10 39
T. Collins
7 78
Peter Proulx
10 88
Noel Lcvasecr,
79 37
Intox, liquor, 21 cases,
1311
Intox, liquor, 3 owes
226 16
Intox, liquor, 25 cases
64 97
Intox liquor, 7 cases,
17 46
Intox, liquor, 2 cases
18 20
Intox, llriuor, 2 cases,
77
11
George Lewis
7 53
Lewis Howling
3110
Intox, liquor, 10 cases,
272 30
cases
lntox.

Uquor, 3j)

II. STEVENSON, RECORDER,
RUMFORI) FALLS MUNICIPAL COURT,
φ 35 82
State vs lntox. liquor, 10 casts,
2 97
Intox, liquor,
3 77
Intox, liquor,
177 84
Intox, liquor, 20 cases
18 17
Harry Desmond,
7 1"
Alton Jacobs
71
Fred Farnham,
in 02
Roscoe Chllils,..
9 37
Clarence Willis
7 42
Thos. Plummer,...
10 57
lntox. liquor
25
18
lntox. liquor, 5 cases

BEFORE JAMK8
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H. A.

Tisdale,

Bears the

new vork cm.
Twf ecNTAun company, tt wuniutv ameer,

ATTENTION FARMERS!

J
I

-The Oxford Democrat
ΔΜΠ

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer
FOR ONE YEAR FOR

ooo&uc&ooeaooocaaoooaow

indeed

a

difficult problem.

Therefore,

to Moth or·.
Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
a ufe and rare remedy for infant· and children,
and see that It

Bean the
Signature of

covering
bedding,

town hall.

Solid Gold Dinner Service·.
They say li is ull nonsense talking of
solid gold dinner services, for there are
not more than three or four of them in
the world, and they are too small for
Few

in u party of any slue. In many
large bouses ir. England and alsu In
the United States α quantity of silver
the
gilt plate, which looks precisely
use

Wide=Awake

Kllllnc Rare Bird·.
on the craze for killing
birds wherever they may be
rare
found, α writer In London Truth says:
"I should have thought that the fact
that a bird is rare would be reason for
not killing it I suppose the idea la

Commenting

that, however rare a bird is, something
and health." Kodol Dyspepsia Cure disneezing. Sold by druggists
the patient's chest, puttting both arms or mailed
56 Warren may still be done to make uim rarer."
Brothers,
Ely
by
gests what you eat and cures. Sold by
through the sleeves before drawing it St., New York.
P. A. Shnrtleff à Co.
Let the sick person raise
over the head.
A Comet.
Miss Antique—Will you love me when
The Quantity He Wanted.—An Irish- herself at the hips, so that the gown can
The following whimsical account of
the
feet.
to
down smoothly
I'm old?
man, meeting another one holiday, invit- bo drawn
the nature of a splendid comet is given
Mr. Jest A. Bitt—Why, dearest, I love
ed him to the nearest saloon to have a In order to change the lower sheet, keep
an old French military journal:
In
the
with
upper you now.
the patient covered
drink.
"It is a parcel of old stars who,
"What'll ye have, Jim?" said the host. sheet and blanket, and turn her so that
PILL PLEASURE.
being no longer fit for service, have
"I don't know. What are ye going to she lies on her left side; on the left side
on half pay and, to
of the bed lay the fresh sheet, folded
take?"
If you ever took DeWitt's Little Early been discharged
"I think ΙΊ1 take a pale ale."
lengthwise along the tight half of the Risers for biliousness or constipation save expense, have agreed to mess to"All right/1 said the other, "give me bed. Roll the patient gently over on to you know what
pleasure ia. These gether."
pillcleanse
the fresh sheet so that she faces the famous little
the liver and
a pail, too."
pills
The Teat.
right side of the bed. Draw the soiled
all bile without proFor eruptions, sores, pimples, kidney sheet out from under her, at the same rid the system of
do not
Test
effects.
still doubt me?
They
Adorer—You
unpleasant
ducing
and liver troubles, constipation, indi- time
drawing the other half of the fresh gripe, sicken or weaken, but pleasantly
me attack wild beasts,
Bid
love.
Mountain
use
Hollister's
uiy
is
Rocky
It
gestion,
sheet over the left side of the bed.
to the tissues and
Tea. Carries new life to every part of most essential for the comfort of the give tone and strength
defy savages, find the north pole, dethe stomach, liver and bowels.
the body. Tea or tablet form. 35 cents. invalid to have sheets large enough to organs of
scend into α volcano—anything, no matCo.
A
Shurtleff
A.
F.
Sold
by
Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.
ter what. I will do it Doubting Girltuck in under the four sidee of the mattress, in order to keep them smooth. To
Fear. She—Let you Go ask papa.
Founded
Well
had
corner
The two men on the street
change the upper sheet and blankets, re- kiss me! Why, I've known you only two
been wrangling over politics for half an move the white
counterpane, lay the days.
The Cynic.
had
One
a
and
crowd
gathered.
hour,
fresh sheet over the blanket, and the
He—True, bot I was afraid you
"Married yet, old man?"
of them was fiercely denouncing im- fresh blanket over the sheet. Have the
wouldn't allow it if you knew me better.
"No, but I'm engaged, and that's as
perialism. "What do you understand patient hold fast to the upper edge of
the
other.
demanded
the
good as married."
by imperialism?"
to
both fresh sheet and blanket. Draw
"I
used
Louis:
St.
Lulu Stanhope,
"Let's hear your idea of it." "Imperial- soiled sheet and blanket oat from under
"It's better, If you only knew it."
have a horrid oomplexion. I took Holism, sir—imperialism is—say, do you the fresh ones by taking hold of them at
am
and
Tea
Mountain
lister's
Rocky
think it ought to be spoken right ont
X· Haatler.
the foot of the bed. Then tuok in the called the prettiest girl in the city."
before these half-grown boys?"
fresh sheet and blanket, leaving a loose Tea or tablets. 85 cents. Orin Stevens;
"He has a head for business, and yet
fold across the feet. In ohanging pillow- F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.
he doesn't succeed."
From indigestion, aches and pains,
cases, remove the pillows one at a time.
"That is because he has no feet (or
Tour system will be free,
in
the
assist
raising
to.
In order
patient
If you'll but take a timely drink
When the pipe organist trie· to play » it"—Cleveland Leader.
armstabont
her
her
head, leVjierplace
Of Rocky Mountain Tee.
now tone, ho often put· hii foot Id It
her nurse's neck é waist.—New jtdea.
Orin Stevens; F,A. Shurtleff ά Co.
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MITTIHUSSES.

$ 9 45

Lewie May
Patrick Haggerty,
Frank Herran,

...

J. Onier Gray
Wm. McCarthy,...
Bert Andrews,
I'ete Woods
Wm. Noonan,
Frank Haines,...
John Berry

—

Emily Baker
Leonard Baker,
Henry Jones,
Bert Andrews,
Llbby et al
Eugene Wore ter,
Chas. G. Brown,
Frank Adams,
John Maneon
Alphonse BenartI

Aille Downs
Wm. Hamilton
Joe Monroe
Wm. McDonald
Pat Tooney
Chas. Dunham,
Mike Golden,.
Johu Brown

Barney Marshall,

—«.

—........

........—

—
..........

Louis M oy,..
Henry Hawea,...

...

Harry Desmond...........
John Stewart,
D. Stanley Jackson
James Murray,
John Helancler,.
Cbas. Williams
Geo. Hannon
Jason Smith,
Chas. Manning
Ed. Parrlault

.............

Cbas. Wast,...

Aille Downs
John Curran
Jamea Gllligan
James
Clarence Willis
Thos. Planner,.—...—

Gilllsple.......—.—.—

Eugene Demlne,
lame, Gllligan,
ailllran
James
Weet...
ChM.—

Royal,.
George Lewis

John

JoeLeauary,

945
9 45
10 70
10 70
11 85
11 85
101*)
1 74
9 24
1 74
1 74
62
62
1 12
62
174
7 80
10 70
7 35
12 95
10 i0
« 35
10 70
1210
13 20
11 49
12 99
9 45
10 70
9 45
10 >0
7 90
11 07
9 74
9 49
9 98

1<4

1 74
1 74
1

J1 7*

l '*

J 'f

J £4

WW

J

«»

1 <4

174

J Zi
J"

WiO
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GEORGE M. AT WOOD,
Treasurer of Oxford County.
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Farmer

Farmer

NEEDS

who is interested in the news of

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

Paris and Oxford Connty should
subscribe for a

Good Local

to give him the experience of
advanced
the
others in all

Weekly Newspaper

and improvements
methods
which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with

keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all
to

matter for every member of his family.

special

family.

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,
will

admirably

supply

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,

your

will post you every week on all
important agricultural topics of
the day, and show you how to
make money from the farm.

wants for county news and prove
welcomo visitor in every
a

household.

Any

person sending

money with the order

us

the

can secure

the Democrat andTribune Farmer

One Year For $1.75.

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO=DAY
£

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

φ

V

South Paris, Maine.
for which

2

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75
the address below The Oxford
you will please send to
Farmer for One Year :
Tribune
and
New-York
Democrat

X

Send Democrat to

A
A

Send Farmer

NOTE.

A
χ
χ

Y

to

γ

Signed

...

ve

Every
Up=to=Date

Every

BEFORE JOHN I» IIOWAHD, TRIAL JUSTICE,
RIDLOKVILLB.
7 35
State vs. Intox, liquor
7 35
Intox liquor,
7 35
Intox, liquor,
5S5
Intox, liquor,
7 35
Intox, liquor,
12 96
Intox, liquor
8
21
John Berry
G S3
Dunkln Law
44 10
Intox, liquor. 0 cases,
9 37
lntnx. liquor, 3 cases
3 03
11. Howard
05
2
Irtox. liquor, 3 cases
8 46
Chas. William·,
9
71
James Murray,

Is in use, but the feeling prevails
that silver gilt is not as "becoming" to
State
other table furniture as pure, dazxliug
silver plate and that It must be dieplayed with great discretion.—Boston
Herald.
same,

j

I -$1.75-

items of interest to himself and

1- w
13 CD
1278
8 74
6 78
15 53
IS 92
14 M
2» 51
Id 04

of

In Use For Over 30 Years.

$ 13 55

—

Important

Signature

ALWAYS

The Kind You Have Always Bought

...

lower sash, you have a continuous supply of fresh air crowding out the foul
air. In summer keep the window open
all the time. No eystem of ventilation
is perfect, however, and to keep the air
of the sick-room both warm and pure is

CASTORIA

CENUINE

Hniiwiv yiivinTPil. COURT.

ONE OF MANY.
view.
of Summerton, S. CM
Emily Baker,..
the Piles.
The American Honeymoon.
Hoeca McKay
one tbat is well-lighted, having at least Buffered for twenty years with
Roliert Young,
Faithful lu few tilings, the American
two windows admitting sunshine part of Specialists were employed and many
Elizabeth Young,
the day if possible, but do not let the remedies used but relief and permanent public yet remains true to αα old honChas G. Brown
was found only in the use of DeRobert Young,
in
the
shine
those
good
eyes.
which
patient's
directly
assigns
light
eymoon tradition
1139
R. Front,
Sunshine is death to certain germs, Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. This is only to whom Europe le an impossible ex12 01
Wm. Ayer
10 86
therefore a potent factor for good, hav- one of the many, many cures that have
L.
Baker
pense to Niagara Falls and Washing70 18
F. Haines
ing an actual healing effect, while dark- been effected by this wonderfulitremedy.
11 41
John Curran
is only ton, the national capital. In these two
ness or even a dim light are conducive to In buying Witch Hazel Salve
8 41
Jamea Gillespie,
bridal parties have been since
13 51
eadness and depression. The best-plan- necessary to see that you get the genuine centers
Chas. West,
and
war
the
A
02
Co.
14
DeWitt
civil
E.
the
C.
pride
made
before
Perrlault
radiant
E<1.
long
DeWitt's,
by
ned hospital wards are usually
15 92
Chas. Manning,
with light. If you have no choice of in Chicago, and a cure is certain. De- the prey of hotel men and cabmen.
10 65
Blanche Bradbury
cures all kinds Modern maids
21 52
may couslder them a
James Uelllgan,
rooms, however, and the one you must Witt's Witch Hazel Salve
11 14
Jason Smith,
use has only one window, and that near of piles, cuts, burns, bruises, eczema, little old fashioned, but when the time
17 21
Aille Downs
the bed, it cannot be opened without the tetter, ringworm, skin diseases, etc. comes to choose a wedding tour the
16 01
Hanuon
George
A. Shurtleff A Co.
F.
To
obviate
draft.
Sold
the
1177
by
Intox, liquor,
patient's feeling
£.
west, the middle west and the rural
1
15 19
Joe Lcgrary
this difficulty, turn the bed so that the
States are still true
10 66
Chas. F. Blckford
Sympathetic Cousin—Poor boy! Γ m east of the United
window will be at the side, and use a
15 26
Parrancc
Fred
It
and
exam.
Falls
Washington.
to Klugara
If there is so sorry you didn't pass your
14 89
screen to shelter the patient.
Geo. R. Stephenson,
I wonder?
11 So
Is in the spring and summer, when of
Fre<l Martelle,
„....
no convenient screen at hand, improvise What was the reason,
36
21
can't
James
of
Poor
Gllligan
marriages
Boy (also wondering)—I
course the larger number
one by tacking dark cloth over clothes
1177
Edward (J. Field,...
think.
1091
bars.
take place, that these resorts are so
Henry Bod re,..
14 16
Frank Haines,..
In regard to ventilation, the rule for
popular. In the winter New York Itself
GOOD FOR CHILDREN.
12 01
Josephine l'aul,
health is 1,000 cubic feet of air for one
of the newly wed.—Lon15
Mecca
is
the
12
Davis
Chas.
E.
The pleasant to take and harmless
feet
9 78
F. Murphy,
Tlioa.
person. A room 8 feet high with 10
don
Telegraph.
instant
Cure
Minute
One
gives
cubic
Cough
1000
floor
space gives
by 12 feet
of Cough, Croup and
IIKt'OKK B. A. 8WA8EV, TKIAI. JUSTICE,
feet of air. A room occupied by nurse relief in all cases
WEST PERU.
it does not pass imEarly Hone Race Prliei.
and patient should contain 2,000 cubic the Grippe because
11 65
vs. Intox, liquor,
State
takes
races
into the stomach, but
wiuners of horse
for
Frizes
aid
to
a
is
mediately
A
air.
7 71
of
feet
great
Intox, liquor
grate-fire
seat of the trouble. hundreds of years ago took curious
9 97
Intox, liquor,...
ventilation. To prove this, hold a feath- effect right at the
7
71
heals
Intox, liquor
draws out the inflammation,
The earliest was the "brlglla
forms.
er or a handkerchief in front of the It
10 54
Adams
Frank
cures
and
by
permanently
a current and soothes
how
the
this
note
After
and
fire
bridle.
7
73
strong
or
d'or,"
Intox, liquor,
grate
golden
to contribute pure
7 71
Intox, liquor
of air wafts it toward the chimney. It enabling the lungs
in England was a bell. This idea
prize
to
72
7
and
Intox,
life-sustaining oxygen
liquor,
is a wise precaution to keep a grate-fire life-giving
taken from the custom umong
the blood and tissues. Sold by F. A. was
TRTAL
JUSTICE,
AI.IIEHT
BENNETT,
BEFORE
going constantly, unless it makes the Shurtleff
of
decorating
owners of pack horses
A Co.
OILEAD.
If you have
room absolutely too warm.
the best horse, which led the cavalcade, State ve.
5 60
double windows, keep the outer window
liquor
and
set
10 79
Chas..J. Howe,..
with α bell, so that ou dark nights
"Now, nenry," she began, with
8 83
open all the time by means of a swinging
Intox,
liquor
"I must have SSO to-day."
In dangerous places the whereabouts
1110
pane or slide in the sash, and open the jaw,
Eugene Demlnc,
"All right," replied her husband, of the leader might be known and the
inner wiudow part way. If there are no
BEFORE FKKI) A. DELANO, TRIAL JUSTICE,
double windows, get a window board "here it ie."
others follow boldly. At Carlisle, silOXFORD.
"Gracious, Henry!" she exclaimcd, ver bells were raced for by the moss State ve.
4 74
which fits closely between the bottom
George Fletcher,
"What's the matter?
sash and the casing when the window is suddenly paling.
and
specimens
and dalesmen
TRIAL JU8TICE, OXFORD.
E.
P.
troopers
BEFORE
FAUNCE,
Are you sick?"
partly raised. By thus permitting the
7 69
of these bells are still retained in the State vs. Ernest Davie,—
outer air to enter between the upper and
If vou are so fortunate as to have a

Oastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium» Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and Wind
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrliœa
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates thu
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend·

County of Oxford.

State

Allow no one to deceive you in tin's.

What is CASTORIA

STATE OF MAINE.

II. C. DAVI8, JUDOE.
Lewie II. Holt,
Hoeca McKay
Thus. 1*. Κ nee land,
Intox, liquor.
Ellzabetu Young,
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"
All Counterfeits» Imitations and Just-as-good" are but
and
with
endanger the health of
Experiments that trifle
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

THE TRUE "L F." KEDIWNE ACTS 6ENTLY BUT
PROMPTLY AND SURELY, AND LEAVES ONLY
6000 EFFECTS IN ITS WAKE
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The Kind Ton Have Always Bought» and which has been
in nee for over 30 years» has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.

11. IliiftSoaiprinn
medicine which cannot
be equaled, and can
too hifhljr
never be
praiaed."—Fred J. Bennett, Weal I'ariniogton,
Mo.

GRASS.

"Now, who could have put up that
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KEEP OFF
THE

IK

CASTOR IA

"I fcel It tny doty to
express my urstitude to
ou for the benefit I
ST< r«e*lved sud am
from
now retehrinf
•U T.· Atwood Medicine. Three ye*rt Sfo
1 was eererely troubled
Vfitb liver complaint.
It wm impouible fcr
me to partake or the
li'htert fuod without
ώ»». At u<t ι
idriwd by * Mend to
try 'L Γ.' Medicine

Σ

read:

I

air the room twice a day thoroughly,
the patient well with extra In Use For Over 30 Tear·.
The Kind Ton Bave Alwsjn Bought.
Area. 3. Weir. 4. Nard.
and even covering the face with
A Happy Family: Apple a veil if necessary. Especially in disNo. 305.
eases of the lungs is pure air most
Seeds.
Mrs. Nexdore—I tell you, a piano's a
No. 30«i.—An Added Letter: D apple. necessary.
nice thing to have. My daughter finds
in nursing, changing
novice
the
To
D-early. I»-olly. D-rag.
it so easy to kill time on hers—
the night dress or the sheets of a bedMrs. Pepprey—Yes, but why* torture
for
undue
without
ridden
fatigue
patient
CAN YOU EAT?
it so?
difficulties
the latter often
presents
J. B. Taylor, a prominent merchant of
which can be easily solved, for the rea- IT WILL SURPRISE YOU—TRY IT.
Chriesman, Tex., say·: "I could not eat son that a
person too ill to sit up is selIt is the medicine above all others for
because of a weak stomach. I lost all
dom bo weak or feeble that she cannot
in gold.
strength and ran down in weight. All be of some assistance in making the catarrh and is worth itsallweight
that is claimCream Balm does
that money could do was done, but all
Ely's
directed.
if
properly
changes,
ed for it.—B. W. Sperry, Hartford, Conn.
hope of recovery vanished. Hearing of necessary
To remove the night dress, let the nurse
some wonderful cures effected by use of
My son was "afflicted with catarrh. He
it up about the patient's waist,
draw
used Ely's Cream Balm and the disagreeKodol Dyspepsia Cure, I concluded to
take the left arm out of the sleeve, then
him.—J. Ç. Olmtry it The η ret bottle benefitted me,' draw the night dress up over the head, able catarrh all left
111.
and after taking four bottles, I am fully
Next stead, Areola,
the right sleeve last.
removing
The Balm does hot irritate or cause
restored to my usual strength, weight
across
at 50 cts.
open the fresh night-dress, lay it
—

Cearanceconfronted

|

I

314.—Auairrams.

gusta.
No. 302.—Diagonal : From 1 to 2 Shaks-

t/.

V

*r,ry *04*00*.

4. A nobleman.

No. 300.—Word Building: 1. I. 2. In.
3. Ink. 4. Kind. 5. Drink. 6. Kinder.
7. Kiudred
No. 301.—lied Cities: Columbus. Au-

of rereons with RheumIs rich In potassium and sodium, which are the essentials of the diet
food becomes a regulator of the
atic dispositions. The whole wheat-berry being used, the
bowels, while the celery acts as a nerve tonic.

on

danger;
ah, mo,

No. 313.—Word Squares.
I.—1. A creature with long ears, a
short tail and soft hair. 2. So be it. 3.
To tear, to split. 4. Conclusions.
II.— 1. A lisli which Is said to live to a
great age. 2. A plant which grows in
warm climates. 3. A beautiful and fra-

No.

Register,

Maine

One ship should brave all
'Tis sometimes wrecked,
Whi ne'er a slilp unlucky
Sets sail up·>n the sea.

grant flower.

1905

1904

application.

sent on

by F. ▲. Shurtleff & Co.

One's full of lover's wiles.

Who would think that anybody had
I better right to play arqund In the
bright green fields than the grasshopper? And yet when he made his apin the meadow the other day

"I
One never sees a woman caressed in
he
not even with a glance; one sel- Butterfly," he continued, "because
dom sees a baby fondled; in fact, all doesn't like me at all. But I can't
of
human tenderness, or expression
human tenderness, is conspicuous by its
absence, and I believe that it is the one
Impassable great gulf that is fixed be^
tween us and this people which is endeavoring so earnestly to become one of
And yet the people are happy, with
us.
& simple, sweet happiness that is charming. That is it. It is an atmosphere
that mildly charms, but never thrills the
Western heart. All the nation's love is
concentrated upon the Emperor, and the
highest note of the national life is sounded in yamatodamashi, Japan epirit—
patriotism; and even this is beyond our
comprehension, because it is empty of
romance and unsatisfactory to us, who
cannot separate the interests of "fair
women and brave men" even upon the

No. 3<W».—1Termination·.

things.

The Grasshopper's Sign

Japan,

as she may learn by bitter experience, is but a poor staff to lean upon I
in guiding one's dear ones along the road

IL—Another three words in which
the last live letters are the same: 1.
The principle, cause or ground of
things. 2. A tit and proper time. 3. An
attempt to betray the state.
III.—Three words in which the last
three letters are the same: 1. Bright2. A
ness, splendor and magnlticence.
narrative, a tietlon, a false statement.
3. A lover of the established order of
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pompously ahead as if llgn?" meditated the grasshopper, as be
they owned the earth, one may almost tat on a blade of grass and thought.
snjoy one's self.
am sure it must have been Mr.

ever,

(rood advice.

An Anlnjal story Por
Little Polks

men, who stalk

place where woman reigns supreme, and
the field of nursing is supposed to he so
indisputably hers, that perhaps it is
only natural that a young woman should
take for granted. that she will know by
instinct just what to do when the hour
of trial comes. Intuition alone, how-1

I

easy buggy.
,j0 DOt believe
I could have raised ten pounds of weight
from the ground, the pain was so severe.
This was tuy condition when I began using I Juan's Kidney Pills. They quickly
relieved tne aud now I am never troubled
as I was.
My back is strong and I can

Mtfit froe.

Berlin,

80S.—Illustrated Rebus.

"I sufferfor years

J. B. cobton.

walk

W. H.

No.

It was so bad
I could
that
not walk any
nor
distance
in
ride
even

MAINE.

a

SOT.—Doable RiddlcmtK*.
are In cherry, but not In vine:
Seconds In oak. bu* not In pine;
Thirds In arnl. but not hi hund;
Fourths In sea. but not In land;
Fifths In pebbles, but not In sand;
Wholes are two useful animals.
No.

Firsts

with my back.

Corner Main and Danforth

-w..

Here's the

with Poan's Kidney Pills.

up stock.

NORWAY,

No Spirit of Love in Japan.
The boys and girls, the young men and
poung women, of Japan do love each
I suppose, but one never sees
I )ther,
(Jolckk. Oxford Democrat. Pari·. MiIb»·
the slightest shadow of evidence to
not
prove it. The spirit of lore doe·
lominate the national lifo as it does in
Hints on Home Nursing.
of Europe.
When some loved one of the house- America and the oountries
of love; her
hold is stricken with disease, It some- Japan's poets do not sing
of love that
times happens that the young wife or itory-writers tell no tales
and her
mother finds herself ignorant of the san thrill an Anglo-Saxon heart,
can
commonest principles and simplest rules irtists paint no pictures of love that
of nursing, and for want of this knowl- reach the Anglo-Saxon understanding.
can there
edge is overwhelmed with discourage- Sow considering all this, how
as "a good old summer
ment, feeling herself almost a failure in M such a thing
And
sunrise?
the sick room. Instead of the minister- time" in this land of the
is especially delight·
ing angel whom she fondly imagined ^et there is, and it
herself to be, she discovers, to her [ul in its way, too, because the Japanese
and picnickers, of
chagrin, that attentions meant to sootbe ire a nation of feasters
and world beautifiers, and
seem only to irritate, and that her kind- aature-lovers
the fact that
ly intentioned offices are a hindrance if one can only lose sight of
little
rather than a help to her patient. The everywhere one goes the poor
as the women toddle meekly along behind the
sick-room is so
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